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As semiconductor device sizes continue to scale downwards, performance 

degradation associated with quantum mechanical effects become a greater problem.  With 

this, continuing the path along Moore’s Law has become more difficult and paradigm 

shifting technologies have begun to gain traction in device research communities.  One 

such device is the interlayer tunneling field effect transistor (ITFET) which harnesses 

quantum mechanical tunneling between two channel materials separated by a thin 

dielectric. These devices are created from two dimensional Van der Waals crystals 

stacked into layered heterostructures using advanced semiconductor manufacturing 

techniques.  The pages hereafter represent the research and engineering towards an 

ITFET focusing on graphene, graphene dielectrics, and Rhenium based transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDs).   

We begin with a zeroth order investigation of the system by creating backgated 

devices of two partially overlapped graphene crystals and extracting the interlayer contact 

resistance.  We show that the interlayer contact resistance is small, localized to tunneling 

‘hot-spots,’ and that overall device performance is dependent on the characteristics of 

both graphene layers.  To continue we investigate a similar device but with a dielectric 

deposited between the two via atomic layer deposition (ALD) and physical vapor 
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deposition (PVD).  Innovative fabrication techniques were created and allowed for the 

fabrication of dozens of devices simultaneously.  Moving forward, we show that the seed 

layer in the ALD / PVD process is incompatible with ITFET device physics.  The TiO2 

seed layer in this process shows Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, Poole-Frenkel tunneling, 

and thermionic emission through the tunnel barrier at all thicknesses, electric fields, and 

temperatures.   

To conclude we investigate the Rhenium based TMDs, ReS2 and ReSe2, as a 

channel material for an ITFET by analyzing their performance metrics as field effect 

transistors (FETs). Topgated ReS2 devices were created and showed current saturation, 

voltage gain, and performance metrics on par with many of the more widely researched 

TMDs.  Backgated ReSe2 devices showed current saturation, low contact resistances, 

ambipolar conduction, and similar performance capabilities to the ReS2 devices.  Both 

materials may prove an interesting channel material for optoelectronic and novel logic 

devices.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In the past half century, Moore’s Law has become the de-facto guiding force 

behind modern silicon computing technologies and research.  Moore’s Law has pushed 

the limits of silicon complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) engineering and 

the scaling of technologies has produced faster, smaller, and cheaper transistors giving 

the world an exponential increase in computational power over the past fifty years.  On 

July 20, 1969 the United States National Aeronautics and Space Agency used a cutting 

edge custom built computer with 64 Kbytes of system memory, operated at 0.043 MHz, 

and was the size of a large microwave to land a man on the moon. Today, Apple Inc. 

mass produces a watch with 512 Kbytes of system memory, 8 Gbytes of storage, operates 

at 512 MHz, senses the wearers pulse, connects to the internet, plays songs, and can 

interact with other devices in close proximity. Silicon devices have become pervasive in 

society with incredible feats of engineering becoming ordinary every-day applications.      

However, using Moore’s Law as a guideline for progress has led to a continuous 

cycle of incremental improvement in which each new phase of advancement is vastly 

more technically challenging and capital intensive than the previous.  In the past decade, 

the expected exponential growth of processing power has finally begun to slow and 

semiconductor fabrication has become a complex endeavor with few remaining players 

able to maintain the research and engineering necessary to stay competitive.  The end of 

conventional scaling is in sight, and in this dissertation we discuss one of the potential 

technologies that could enable the continuation of Moore’s Law and examine some of the 

research helping achieve its realization.   

This chapter is meant to familiarize readers with concepts that are discussed in 

depth in future chapters.  We begin with a review of problematic issues in modern 
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semiconductors, and then discuss carrier transport in silicon devices and two-dimensional 

materials followed by a brief discussion of the interlayer tunneling field effect transistor 

(ITFET).  Finally, we conclude with a discussion of various characterization techniques 

that are used throughout this work. 

1.1  MODERN SEMICONDUCTORS 

As device scaling has continued modern gate lengths have reached 10 nm and 

have begun to enter the regime where quantum mechanical effects start compromising 

transistor functionality.  When the SiO2 gate dielectric becomes less than 1.3 nm, direct 

tunneling from the channel to the gate electrode occurs resulting in large leakage 

currents.  This gate leakage is less of an issue when examining a singular device, but 

when compounded across billions of chips the heat generated in the power dissipation is 

detrimental to chip performance.  Current generation devices negate this effect to some 

degree by using high-k metal oxides in place of SiO2, but the issue persists.  

Another difficulty the semiconductor industry faces is the difficulties in process 

engineering as scaling continues to reduce minimum feature sizes.  While clever multi-

step lithographic processes have been embraced, significant advancements in the 

fundamental lithographic techniques are years behind timelines predicted and desired by 

the International Road Map For Semiconductors.  It is possible that minimum feature 

sizes will reach a physical limit in which only new materials and device types will be able 

continue performance increases.  

A potential silicon replacement are two dimensional (2D) atomic crystals derived 

from Van der Waals layered materials such as graphene and transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDs). These materials show high device mobility, are CMOS process 
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compatible, are two dimensional allowing for greater electrostatic channel control, and 

allow for intriguing electron physics which could yield novel device types.   

1.2 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF DEVICES AND MATERIALS 

Modern device technologies operate by harnessing long established principles in 

solid state physics: the transmission of carriers through solids and the energetic interplay 

between metals, insulators, and semiconductors.  In the following section we discuss the 

basic operation of field effect transistors (FETs) and some common device metrics.  We 

continue with a more rigorous discussion of carrier transport in 2D materials and some of 

their interesting properties. 

1.2.1 Basic Transistor Theory 

The first transistor was discovered in 1946 and has gone through countless 

improvements in its design in the following decades.  One of the most common 

depictions of a modern Si metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) is 

given in Figure 1.01. All MOSFETs have a source, drain, and gate terminal, named to 

represent colloquial terminology for each terminals function.  The gate acts to control the 

‘opening and closing’ of carrier current between the source and drain terminals.  The 

source terminal represents the origin point for electron flow which terminates in the drain 

terminal.  
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Figure 1.01  Schematic representation of a MOSFET. 

A MOSFET controls the flow of carriers from the source to drain by shaping the 

size and shape of a channel created and destroyed by relative biases across the gate, 

source, and drain. Most logic operations in modern CMOS chips are accomplished by 

enhancement-mode MOSFET devices.   In an n-channel enhancement mode device, a 

channel does not naturally exist in the p-type region between the n+ source and drain 

terminals.  When a positive voltage is applied to the gate, electrons within the p-type 

regions are pulled towards the gate and eventually form a channel.  The p-type dopants 

must be overcome by the gate bias before a fully conductive channel can be formed 

between the source and drain.  The voltage at which this happens is called the threshold 

voltage (Vth).   

As the gate to source bias (Vgs) increases above Vth and is greater than the drain 

to source bias (Vds) the transistor is said to be operating in the linear regime. In this 

regime, small changes in Vgs can greatly influence the current flowing from the source to 

the drain.  As Vds increases the depletion region, an area in which free carriers have 

diffused away from the p/n interfaces, increases in size.  When Vds = Vg –Vth channel 

‘pinch off’ occurs: the depletion region begins to influence and change the shape of the 

channel near the drain. As Vds increases and Vds > Vg –Vth the pinch off point in the 
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channel moves away from the drain and towards the source.  Even though the channel 

formed by Vgs no longer connects the drain to the source, carriers are not blocked from 

flowing.   This regime is called saturation, further increases in Vds cause a proportional 

increase in the channel resistance where the depletion area exists and offsets increases in 

current flow.   

There are several metrics describing a transistor’s operation that will be 

referenced in the following chapters that are useful to define.  The subthreshold slope (S) 

defines the ability of the gate to control carriers in the channel in the subthreshold region.  

The contact resistance (Rc) is the resistance created at interfaces between two materials, 

typically the source / drain terminals and the channel material.  The mobility (µ) 

measures how quickly a carrier can move through a material.  The transconductance (gm) 

is a ratio of change in drive current to the change in gate voltage measured at the 

transition between the linear and saturation region.  ION/IOFF is a ratio of a device’s 

relative current levels in the on and off states.    

1.2.2 Electronic Properties of Graphene 

Graphene is an energetically stable single layer of graphite, i.e. a single layer of 

carbon atoms. The carbon atoms in graphene have three sp
2 hybridized orbitals and one pz 

orbital out of plane. Each carbon atom in the lattice forms three sigma bonds with its 

neighbors, separated by 120 degrees and forms a hexagonal crystal structure. The pz 

electrons constitutes π bonding states, are cylindrically symmetric in the x-y plane, lie 

near the Fermi level, and are interesting for condensed matter and low energy physics.   

Figure 1.02 shows the crystal structure of graphene.  The C – C bond length (a0) 

is 1.42 Å, and the lattice constant (a) is 2.46 Å.  
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Figure 1.02  The crystal structure of graphene.  Green and red atoms are both carbon but 
represent the A and B atoms of the unit cell. 

The band structure of graphene can be calculated using nearest neighbor 

approximations in the tight – binding model. The tight – binding Hamiltonian for a 

graphene lattice is given by:  
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and t is the nearest-neighbor hopping potential and rn is the nearest neighbor vectors. 

Knowing that the lattice vectors of graphene are:  

 

 � =  �√32 , 12� ,  & =  �√32 , ' 12� 

 

we solve for the energy dispersion momentum relationship in graphene and find: 

 

� = (�	)1 * 4 cos �√32  �/� cos 012  �12 * 4 cos& 012  �12 

 

where kx and ky are the momentum components. Graphene’s bandstructure forms 

symmetric ‘Dirac Cones’ that meet at the high symmetry K and K’ points of it’s 

hexagonal Brillion zone.  Figure 1.03 shows a representation of graphene’s bandstructure. 

 

 

Figure 1.03 Bandstructure of a graphene monolayer. 
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 At low energies, the spectrum can be approximated by � = ±34ℏ��	 where vF is 

the Fermi velocity, ħ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and k is the momentum away from 

the K or K’ points. The experimentally determined value of vF is approximately 1.1 × 108 

cm/s. Low energy Dirac fermions in graphene act like massless relativistic particles and 

move with a high velocity that is independent of energy and direction yielding high 

carrier mobility in graphene devices.  Additionally, graphene’s Fermi level sits at the 

point of intersection between the conduction and valence bands where the density of 

states goes to zero.  Small electric fields can induce and upward or downward shift in the 

Fermi level producing ambipolar conduction in graphene devices.  Unfortunately, there is 

no energetic gap in the graphene bandstructure and devices struggle to be turned OFF 

which makes it an untenable material for conventional logic operations.  This has lead to 

novel device designs that still harness graphene’s unique properties while simultaneously 

being suitable for logic.    

1.2.3 Electronic Properties of Transition Metal Dichalcogenides 

The preeminent criticism of graphene for use in novel electronics is the lack of a 

bandgap without extensive engineering.  In the past five years, advancements in 

exfoliation, processing, and characterization of atomic thin films have shown that TMDs 

may prove a more exciting alternative to graphene for beyond CMOS applications.  Their 

2D structure in combination with tunable band gaps suggests high potential for novel 

electronic devices.  

TMDs are compounds of the form MX2, where M is a transition metal and X is a 

chalcogen. Similar to graphene, the bulk material is a stack of individual molecular layers 

held together by weak Van der Waals forces, whereas strong covalent bonding exists 

between the atoms of each individual layer.  These TMDs display semiconducting, 
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metallic or superconducting behavior depending upon their constituent elements. 

Mechanical exfoliation is used to reduce bulk TMDs and isolate 2D molecular layers that 

exhibit large bandgaps.   

The derivation of TMD bandstructures follows a similar approach to the first-

principle tight-binding approximations used for graphene in the previous section and will 

be left to investigation by the reader.  Many semiconducting TMDas the layer number 

decreases.  This change in band structure is due to confinement effects that are affected 

by hybridization changes between pz and / or d orbitals as the number of layer changes. 

Figure 1.04 shows the band gap for bulk and monolayer MoS2 and WS2 calculated using 

tight-binding models.   
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Figure 1.04  Bandstructure for bulk and monolayer MoS2 and WS2. 

While the majority of well-studied TMDs follow this indirect to direct transition 

as layer number decreases, Re based TMDs do not show this transition.  Re atoms extra 

valence electrons result in a distorted 1T crystal structure causing unique charge 

decoupling effects yielding interesting bandstructures.  In ReS2 the bandgap remains 

direct in bulk, few layer, and monolayer forms. In ReSe2 the bandgap is direct in the bulk, 

and moves to indirect as the layer number decreases.  However, unlike many group VI 
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TMDs, the indirect gap remains near the K point and the difference between the indirect 

gap minima and the direct gap is ~20 meV.  Figure 1.05 and Figure 1.06 shows the band 

structures for bulk and monolayer ReS2 and ReSe2. These (effectively) direct gaps in the 

bulk and the few-layer regime yield interesting opportunities for beyond CMOS logic 

devices.  

 

Figure 1.05  Bandstructure of monolayer and bulk ReS2. 

Figure 1.06  Bandstructure of monolayer and bulk ReSe2. 
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1.3 THE ITFET 

The interlayer tunneling field effect transistor (ITFET) is a device that operates 

using fundamentally different physics than a traditional MOSFET. The potential 

advantages of an ITFET are manifold and include high switching speeds, low power 

operation, and novel circuit designs which could alleviate the pressure of Moore’s law on 

the semiconductor industry.  

1.3.1 Device Structure 

The ITFET is a layered heterostructure created from two dimensional materials 

such as graphene, boron nitride, and other TMDs.  The structure is a vertical transistor 

that relies on quantum tunneling between the two channel materials separated by a thin 

dielectric.  Figure 1.07 is a schematic representation of an ITFET using bilayer graphene 

(gr) as the channel material and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) as the interlayer 

dielectric.  To fabricate these devices, two dimensional Van der Waals heterostructures 

are exfoliated onto silicon dioxide substrates and stacked together using advanced 

nanofabrications techniques, outlined in later chapters, which build the vertical structure 

layer by layer. Special attention is paid to interface cleanliness and smoothness as 

aberrations in either can deteriorate device performance.  Additionally, rotational 

symmetry between the separated channel materials has been shown to play a key role in 

interlayer tunneling devices and must be monitored during fabrication.   
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Figure 1.07  Schematic of an ITFET using bilayer graphene as the channel material and 
hexagonal boron nitride as the tunnel barrier. 

1.3.2 Device Operation 

We will now assume a discuss an ITFET structure similar to Figure 1.07 but with 

two monolayer graphene layers as the channel material separated by an insulator whose 

band diagram is depicted in Figure 1.08.   Note that the figures are drawn in a planar 

fashion for ease of understanding but represent a vertical structure and the dielectric 

barrier is not shown.  Ohmic contacts are made to the two graphene layers and are used as 

the voltage source (VS) and drain (VD).  Top and bottom gate voltages (VTG and VBG) are 

used to control the Fermi levels in the two layers µL and µR, inducing one layer to n-type 

and the opposing layer to p-type. The Fermi level is described to be ΔE above the Dirac 

point in the n-type graphene layer and ΔE below the Dirac point in the p-type layer.  The 

drain to source voltage is VDS = VD-VS.  

Figure 1.08 (a) – (c) represents the three possible energetic alignments of this system.  

Figure 1.08 (a) and (b) give S / D biases in which the two Dirac points are misaligned, i.e. 

VDS < 2ΔE or VDS > 2ΔE, and only a single energy state (represented by red rings) in the 
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Dirac cone fulfills energy and momentum conservation and the resulting interlayer 

tunneling current (IIL) is small.  However, as shown in Figure 1.08 (c), when VDS = 2ΔE 

the Dirac cones align and electrons at all energies between the Fermi levels satisfy energy 

and momentum conservation and large IIL is observed.  With such a large IIL expected in 

this case, a resonant tunneling peak will be observed when this is satisfied.  Thus when 

VDS < 2ΔE IIL is small, as VDS increases and VDS = 2ΔE resonant tunneling is achieved 

and IIL is very large, finally as VDS further increases and VDS < 2ΔE resonant tunneling 

no longer occurs and IIL is minimal.  This effect leads to negative differential 

conductance and can be harnessed to create novel logic devices.   
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Figure 1.08  Band diagrams for different conduction regimes in an ITFET. Small 
interlayer currents occuren in (a) and (b) and large resontant tunneling 
occurs in (c). Interlayer dielectric is not pictured.  µL and µR are the Fermi 
energies of the left and right layers. ΔE is the difference above or below 
the Dirac point. VDS is the difference between the source and drain biases.  

1.3.3 Rotational Alignment 

Recently, it has been shown that rotational alignment between the channel 

materials plays an important role in the magnitude of IIL.  Figure 1.09 gives a 

representation of this effect.  When the two layers are rotationally aligned in real space, 
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their K points are aligned in momentum space.  This is represented by the vertical line 

bisecting the Dirac cones of the right and left layers.  When both of these lines perfectly 

bisect their respective Dirac cones, energetic states on both branches of the graphene 

Dirac cone satisfy energy and momentum conservation.  However, when the two layers 

are slightly rotationally misaligned in real space, the Dirac cone of one of the layers is 

offset by an amount Q and there are fewer states that satisfy energy and momentum 

conservation resulting in smaller IIL. 

 

Figure 1.09  Effects of rotational alignment on resonant tunneling in ITFET structures.  
K represents the K point of the Dirac cone and Q the shift of the Dirac 
cone resulting from rotational misalignment. 

1.4 CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES 

TMDs are a relatively new class of materials and their commercial production has 

begun within the past five years.  Because of this, all materials used in this work went 

through a rigorous characterization of material quality and composition as slight 

inconsistencies in attributes can lead to misinterpreted experimental results.  The basic 

principles of the characterization techniques used in the following chapters are discussed 

below.  
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1.4.1 Raman Spectroscopy 

The Raman Effect occurs when electromagnetic radiation, in this case a laser, 

impinges on a molecule and interacts with the polarizable electrons and bonds in the 

molecule.  This energy ‘excites’ the molecule into an elevated virtual (vibrational) energy 

state for a short period of time.  After a period the excited molecule loses the excess 

energy and returns to the ground state with an inelastically scattered photon.  The 

difference in energy between the induced resonating vibrational mode and the original 

vibrational mode leads to a shift in the emitted photon’s frequency away from the 

excitation wavelength when the higher mode decays to the ground.  This inelastically 

scattered photon can be in a lower (Stokes) or higher (anti-Stokes) energy than the 

incoming photon.  Resonant Raman scattering occurs in the (more rare) case when the 

sample is excited in to a vibrational state that is energetically equivalent to an electronic 

state. Inelastic scattering without a difference in state before and after excitation is called 

Rayleigh scattering. This measurement technique should not be confused with 

fluorescence or phosphorescence.  Figure 1.10 depicts the energy diagrams for these 

types of absorption and emission.   

1.4.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is divided in to two categories: fluorescence and 

phosphorescence.  The key difference between photoluminescence and Raman 

spectroscopies is that Raman measures a vibrational state stored in dipoles and bonds 

whereas the excitation and decay in fluorescence and phosphorescence measures 

excitement and decay to and from electronic energy states.  
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1.4.2.1 Fluorescence 

  Fluorescence is a nondestructive measurement technique in which incident 

radiation can be used to probe the local electronic properties of materials.  A pair of 

electrons occupying the same ground state is called a singlet state.  A majority of 

materials are in the singlet-state at room temperature.  When incident radiation, in this 

case a laser, impinges on a material, the material may absorb the visible photon and one 

of the singlet state valence electrons moves to a singlet excited state.  Emission of a 

photon occurs when the singlet excited state decays to the singlet ground state, or 

between two energy levels with the same spin.  Fluorescence spectroscopy measures the 

shift in energy of the emitted photon relative to the incident photon.  The probability of 

fluorescence emission is very high and the average lifetime of an electron in the singlet 

excited state is in the nanosecond regime, indicating the fluorescence decays rapidly upon 

removal of exciting radiation. See figure 1.10 for an energetic depiction of fluorescence.   

1.4.2.2 Phosphorescence 

  Phosphorescence is another nondestructive measurement technique in which 

incident radiation can be used to probe the local electronic properties of materials that is 

very similar to fluorescence. Again we begin with a material at room temperature 

consisting of electrons in the singlet state.  In some cases, the incident photons are 

absorbed and the valence electrons are excited into the triplet excited state in which there 

is no longer spin parity to the ground state.   Emission of a photon occurs when the triplet 

excited state decays to the singlet ground state, or between two energy levels without the 

same spin. Phosphorescence spectroscopy measures the shift in energy of the emitted 

photon relative to the incident photon.  The average lifetime of an electron in the singlet 

excited state is in the millisecond or greater regime, indicating the phosphorescence 
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persists upon removal of exciting radiation.  See Figure 1.10 for an energetic depiction of 

fluorescence.   

 

Figure 1.10  Energy diagrams for various adsorption and emission effects. 
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0 – 10 nm of a material is irradiated with a beam of x-rays while simultaneously 

measuring the kinetic energy of the escaping electrons induced by the bombardment.  

Every element has a set of characteristic binding energy values that may identify each 

element that exists on the surface of the material analyzed.  These spectral peaks 

correspond to the configuration of the electrons within the material, e.g. 1s, 2s, 2s, 3s etc. 

and the number of detected electrons is directly related to the number of corresponding 

atoms in the sampling volume. Atomic composition is determined by taking a raw XPS 

signal and dividing the signal intensity by a “relative sensitivity factor” (RSF), found 

within tool libraries, and comparing the relative number of electrons collected associated 

with each atom, e.g. 1:2 H:O for H2O. Figure 1.11 is a representation of the XPS.  The 

purple waved lines are the incident radiation and the red lines and spheres are the ejected 

electrons. 

 

Figure 1.11  X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
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1.4.4 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 

Similar to XPS, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is a quantitative 

surface science technique used for the elemental or compositional analysis of a material.  

The material is irradiated with a beam of electrons which may cause a ground state 

electron to be ejected creating an electron vacancy in the core orbital.  An electron from a 

higher energy level then fills this hole, and the difference in the higher-level and lower-

energy electrons may be released as an X-ray.  The number and energy of the emitted X-

rays can be measured with a spectrometer.  As the differences between higher-energy and 

lower-energy X-rays are characteristic to an atom and the numbers of emitted X-rays are 

proportional to the relative amount of atoms in a sample the emitted X-rays can be used 

for compositional analysis.  The area under each peak in an EDS spectrum can be 

compared as a ratio and combined with a form fitting factor to determine the atomic 

composition of the material being studied, e.g.  1 H : 2 O for H2O.  

Figure 1.12 is a representation of the EDS process.  The incident energy is a 

purple waved line, the ejected electron and its hole are given by a red arrow and sphere, 

and the filling electron and its emitted x ray are denoted by the green sphere and wavy 

line.  Also depicted are the most common emission decay transitions and their labels: Kα 

is the decay from the L orbital to the K orbital, Kβ is decay from the M orbital to the K 

orbital, and the Lα is the decay from the M orbital to the L orbital. 
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Figure 1.12  Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.   

1.4.5 X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy 

X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy (XRD) is a measurement technique used for 

identifying structure of a crystal lattice.  In this measurement technique incident X-rays, 

with wavelengths similar to the spacing between atomic planes of a crystal, are elastically 

scattered in all directions some of which add constructively determined by Bragg’s law: 

2	6 sin 9 = :	;. Here d is the spacing between planes, θ is the incident angle, n is an 

integer and λ is the wavelength of the beam.  Impinging x-rays are scattered by an atom 

in the crystal’s electrons in a spherical wave outward from the impinged electron.  A 

majority of these waves destructively interfere; however, the scattered x-rays that add 

constructively are called reflections and correspond to a repetitive array of scatterers in 

the material, e.g. various crystal planes.  By analyzing the size and spacing of these 

reflections crystal properties such as lattice spacing and structure can be determined.  
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Figure 1.13 represents a schematic of XRD.  The impending radiation is swept through 

the arc θ and the changing intensity of reflections is measured at the detector. 

 

 

Figure 1.13 X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy 

1.5 CHAPTER ORGANIZATION 

The organization of this dissertation tracks the author’s efforts to harness unique 

physical properties of graphene and Rhenium group TMDs in working towards a 

functional ITFET.  We begin with a zeroth order study of the graphene to graphene 

contact resistance followed by the creation of large arrays of graphene tunnel field effect 

transistors and an in depth study of the dielectric process used in graphene field effect 

transistor fabrication.  We then proceed with a study of ReS2 and ReSe2 with attention 

paid to the material analysis and quality as a transistor.  To conclude we expand on the 

usage of the Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer at the Microelectronics Research 

Center. 
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Chapter 2:  Tunneling Between Two Independently Contacted 

Graphene Layers 

In this chapter we begin our exploration of the ITFET heterosturcture by turning 

to a zeroth order approximation of the system in which there is no interlayer dielectric. 

We discuss the fabrication of two graphene layers with a partial overlap that allows us to 

characterize each layer independently.  To continue, we create a finite element model 

(FEM) of the system in order to evaluate the tunneling processes between the two layers 

and extract the interlayer contact resistance.  With this model, we also study the effects of 

an interlayer barrier and density imbalances on the tunneling between the two graphene 

layers.  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tunneling between two-dimensional electron systems can enable novel devices 

thanks to their peculiar current-voltage characteristics,1 and in particular gate tunable 

negative differential resistance2 as discussed in Section 1.1.2.  One such system is two 

coupled graphene sheets in close proximity3 and here we investigate the tunneling 

between two independently contacted graphene layers without an interlayer dielectric. As 

with the novel device types previously discussed, the electrical characteristics of this 

structure rely on independently controlled densities in each layer to produce unique 

signatures.  In particular, this system allows the study of the interlayer tunneling 

resistance (ρc) between two coupled graphene monolayers in which the natural π bonds 

found in bulk graphite have been broken and the layers are now bonded by Van der 

Waals forces. While the device presented hereafter is impractical in terms of transistor 

operation, this study is conducted in an effort to more fully understand the effects of an 

interlayer barrier on the tunneling between two-dimensional electron systems.   
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To achieve this, we used electron beam lithography (EBL), metal deposition, and 

oxygen plasma etching to fabricate a device with multiple contacts to the two graphene 

layers allowing us to study the carrier density and mobility by measuring the four-point 

resistance of each sheet independently. Using commercially available FEM software we 

modeled the fabricated device, creating two independently contacted graphene layers 

with a small area of overlap analogous to real world counterparts. Using this model we 

studied the role of device geometry, ρc, and variations in carrier density on the interlayer 

current density.  Using the measured data in conjunction with the FEM we extracted 

values for ρc of the overlapped region.    

2.2 DEVICE FABRICATION 

In order to fabricate the overlapped graphene layers used in this work, we began 

with two separate highly doped n-type silicon wafers.  A 287 nm thick SiO2 layer was 

grown by thermal oxidation and patterned with small alignment marks via 

photolithography used for later alignment processes.  A large single layer graphene flake 

was exfoliated on to each substrate using the mechanical exfoliation technique.4 Section 

2.3.1 contains an in depth explanation of micromechanical exfoliation.  We used Raman 

spectroscopy5 and optical contrast6 between the flake and the substrate to verify that the 

flakes are monolayer. We then secured one of the graphene monolayers by coating it with 

a PMMA layer and removed the underlying substrate.7 The captured flake was then 

transferred to the secondary substrate and aligned so that the two monolayers overlap by 

a few micrometers using the wet transfer method.8 Section 2.3.2 contains elaboration on 

this technique. EBL was used to pattern independent contacts in a Hall bar geometry for 

each of the two layers. 30 s of 75 W O2 plasma patterned the graphene sheets into 

rectangular shapes and removed excess graphene from the surrounding areas when 
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needed. This geometry allowed the extraction of each sheet’s carrier mobility and 

residual carrier density in each layer using standard four point measurement techniques. 

Figure 2.01 shows this fabrication process. 

Figure 2.01 Process for creating two overlapped graphene layers with no dielectric. 
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Figure 2.02 shows an optical image of an independently contacted graphene 

bilayer device without an interlayer dielectric. The channel width is 5 µm and the channel 

length is 18 µm.  The bottom non-overlapped graphene flake is outlined in red and the 

top non-overlapped graphene flake is outlined in blue.  The purple outline in the middle is 

the region where the two areas are overlapped.  The overlapped region in this image is 

trapezoidal but the shape is not constant from device to device.  

 

 

Figure 2.02  Image of a device consisting of two overlapping graphene layers without a 
dielectric. The blue line highlights the top layer, red line highlights the 
bottom layer and purple line highlights the overlap region.   

2.2.1 Michromechanical Exfoliation 

After the methods discovery in 2004,4 michromechanical exfoliation has become 

the most prominent method of producing high quality thin film crystals of graphene and 

TMDs.   For graphene, the process begins with a repeated reduction in physical thickness 
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of bulk graphite (natural crystals from NGS Naturagraphi GmbH) using a low adhesive 

polyethelene tape (from UltraTape) via repetitive folding and unfolding of the tape. For 

TMD materials, replace graphite with a commercially available synthetic layered crystal. 

A silicon wafer (n-type, [100], ρ < 10-3 Ω-cm) is processed to obtain ~285 nm thermally 

grown SiO2, patterned with small alignment marks using photolithography, and cleaved  

to < 1 cm2 substrate pieces.  The substrates are pressed onto the tape and after pressure 

has been applied to the backside of the substrate and some time has passed the tape is 

peeled away.  Van der Waals forces leave remnants of the bulk crystal on the substrate of 

varying thicknesses.  Optical contrast of the crystal to the silicon substrate allows for the 

identification of atomically thin crystal layers. For graphene this appears to be light blue 

or light pink in color depending on the thickness of the underlying oxide. Empirical 

evidence suggests that a piranha clean of the substrate immediately prior to exfoliation 

yields a higher number of thin crystals by creating a pristine hydrophobic state on the 

substrate surface.  This process is used for the layered materials in Chapters 5 and 6.   
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Figure 2.02  A photo series of the mechanical exfoliation process.  Bulk graphite (a) is 
continually folded in a tape to reduce crystal thickness (b- g).  A silicon 
substrate is placed on the tape and peeled away (h-i).  

2.2.2 Wet-Transfer Technique 

To fabricate overlap devices the ‘wet-transfer’ technique was used.  

Micromechanical exfoliation is used to prepare graphene layers on two separate Si / SiO2 

substrates as described in 2.2.1.  We then apply a few micron thick PMMA film on one of 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(g) (h) (i) 
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the substrates with repeated PMMA spin coatings interspaced with light thermal curing.  

The PMMA layer captures the graphene film and is detached from the host Si / SiO2 

substrate via a NaOH wet etch.  While previous studies have used a boiling NaOH bath to 

speed the film detachment process, we used a longer duration room temperature bath to 

minimize excess PMMA curing which yielded cleaner samples.  The membrane is then 

lifted out of the NaOH bath using a small glass slide and tweezers, shown in Figure 2.03.   

 

Figure 2.03  PMMA membrane capturing graphene films used in the wet-transfer 
process.  The small black flecks are thick areas of graphite captured by the 
PMMA membrane.  Image credit Seyoung Kim.  

Previous studies have placed the membrane face-down on the substrate containing 

the secondary graphene layer and used DI water as a lubricant for manual alignment 

using tweezers and a research grade optical microscope.  For this study we developed a 

stand-alone system that gave micrometer level control to the alignment and placement of 

the captured graphene films.  Figures 2.04  and 2.05 shows the system designed for film 

alignment.   
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Figure 2.04  External micro-alignment tool designed for the wet-transfer method. 

 

Figure 2.05 Vacuum rod and annulus from the wet transfer micro-alignment tool. 
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A hollow annulus (visible as black cylindrical column, inner diameter 1 cm outer 

diameter 1.25 cm) with holes drilled along the bottom face is attached to a hollow 

aluminum rod.  The hollow aluminum rod (visible as grey bar, 15 cm length) connects to 

a three-axis stage controller that allows for independent micrometer control of the x, y, 

and z axis.  The rod is connected to the house vacuum via a custom built adapter and the 

vacuum level is controlled by a lever valve.  When the valve is open the vacuum’s 

suction translates along the rod, through the annulus, and out the holes in the bottom face, 

lifting membranes used to suspend graphene films.  While the film is under suction, the 

micro-controllers can be used to maneuver the film while simultaneously visible under 

the microscope objectives. Once the film is aligned to the bottom substrate as desired, the 

suction is released and the film is placed in the preferred location.  DI water must still be 

used as lubricant during this process to prevent damage to the substrate’s graphene layers.  

As the DI water dried, capillary forces locked the sample in place before removal of the 

sample and tool from the microscope. Figure 2.06 shows a sample after alignment and 

before processing.   At this point, the PMMA membrane is still too thick for EBL and 

must be thinned to ~ 500 nm using repeated steps of 75 W O2 plasma.  Finally, using the 

as transferred PMMA as an e-beam resist the desired device geometry is defined. A 

variation of this method is used in the fabrication of device arrays in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 2.06  Two graphene layers aligned with partial overlap alignment before device 
processing.   

2.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Next, we turn to the electrical characterization of the devices fabricated using the 

processes described above.  All measurements were taken in a Lakeshore Cryonics 

Probestation at < 6 ∙ 10-5 Torr.  Measurements were controlled via LabView .vi’s 

controlling an Agilent 4156 parameter analyzer.   

2.3.1 Independent Layer Characterization 

As shown in Figure 2.07 the Hall bar geometry allowed us to extract the four-

point resistance (R4pt) for each flake independently as follows: a contact on one end of the 

device (Vs) was grounded while the opposite end contact (Vd) is maintained at a bias of 20 

mV. The substrate was used as a backgate (Vbg) in this measurement to control the 

carriers in the graphene layers.  Independent voltage probes were used to measure a 

voltage difference on the top and bottom flake while Vbg was swept from -40 V to 40 V. 

Using previously reported fitting methods we were able to extract the top / bottom flake’s 

characteristics: a mobility (µ) of 7400 (8500) cm2 / V∙s, a charge neutrality point (VDirac) 

of 12.5 / 3.8 V, and an impurity concentration (n0) of 2∙1011 / 2∙1011 cm-2. 
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Figure 2.07  Vbg – VDirac vs. R4pt of the top (left) and bottom (right) layers in the overlap 
device. The blue line represents function fitting to extract µ and n0.  

2.3.2 Overlap Area Characterization 

Figure 2.08 shows R4pt using different pairs of contacts to probe the voltage drop 

along the current direction.  The color of the data symbol corresponds to the 

configuration of similarly colored sets of arrows, i.e. the green data points represent R4pt 

measured between the innermost probes denoted by a green set of arrows in the inset.  

Some arrow sets are shown on the left side for illustration, but all measurements were 

taken using the probes on the right side of the device. Effects of transport between two 

separate flakes are evidenced by the top and bottom flake having independent Vdirac, but 

probe combinations encompassing the overlap region show a combination of 

characteristics from the top and bottom flakes. Additionally, resistance profiles reflect 

more of the top (bottom) flake’s characteristics the more a carrier travels through the top 

(bottom) layer.  This is highlighted by the variations in performance between the light 

and dark blue traces.   The light blue trace represents a probe combination that primarily 
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includes the bottom layer and gives a resistance trace with almost no indication of the 

top-flakes VDirac. Unfortunately, the acquired data did not allow for the direct 

measurement and / or extraction of ρc.  To determine the value of ρc we constructed a 

model to reflect the fabricated device.  

   

Figure 2.08  Vbg vs. R4pt for various combinations of voltage probes. Inset is an image of 
the device measured.  The color of the data points are measured from the 
matching set of colored arrows in the inset.   

2.4 DEVICE MODELING 

As ρc was too small to extract using analytical techniques, we built a model of the 

fabricated coupled graphene monolayers using the commercially available COMSOL 

Multiphysics 4.0 simulator. A schematic of the device is given in Figure 2.09.   
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Figure 2.09  A schematic of the COMSOL device model with significant parameters 
labeled. 

The model was given the following governing transport equations: 
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where VT is the voltage of the top layer, VB is the voltage of the bottom layer, jT is 

the current density of the top layer, jB is the current density of the bottom layer, ρT is the 

resistivity of the top layer, and ρB is the resistivity of the bottom layer. The boundary 

conditions imposed on the system are: 
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where V0 is the voltage applied to device, W is the width of the device, and L is 

the length of the device.  These boundary conditions represent limitations that contain the 

vertical tunneling currents to only the area where the layers are overlapped.   

It has been shown that the graphene layer resistance, ρtotal writes as: 

 

<=>=?@ = ABC:=>=�D 

where Nsq is the number of squares of the device, ntot is the carrier density, and µ 

is the sheet mobility.  The carrier density dependence on the applied back gate bias writes 

as: 

:=>= = ):E& + 0F>/� GHIJ ' HK��?LM2&
 

where n0 is the residual concentration and n∙[Vbg-VDirac] is the carrier 

concentration induced by the back gate away from the Dirac point, and Cox is the oxide 

capacitance. ρc was modeled as a specific contact resistance between the two layers that 

was independently adjusted, as shown in Figure 2.10. We use µ , Vdirac, and n0 extracted 

from measurements of the top and bottom flakes in Section 2.3 as parameters for the 

flakes in the model.  Additionally, we assumed that in the overlap region both the bottom 

and top layer are controlled by Vbg, namely we neglect the screening of Vbg induced 
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carriers in the bottom layer to the top layer’s potential in the overlapped region. While 

this is a significant dereliction to theoretical completeness, the values extracted for ρc are 

similar to those reported in literature.9  

 

 

Figure 2.10  Simple schematic representation of how the interlayer tunneling resistance is 
modeled. 

2.4.1 Effects of Varying Interlayer Resistance 

In Figure 2.11 we show the effects of varying ρc while maintaining a balance in 

the layer densities on current flow in the overlap area. The arrows in the figure represent 

the magnitude of the current vector and the rainbow coloration represents the voltage 

drop from 20 mV to 0 V across the two layers.  Current injection was on the top right side 

while current extraction was at the bottom left of the overlapped region and tunneling 

was allowed through the entire length.  We see that at low ρc the electrons tunnel at the 

edges of the overlap region, while at large ρc the tunneling current spread through the 

entire device.  When ρc = 1∙10-6 
Ω∙cm2 the tunneling current in the center of the channel 

is 1/1000th than the current near the edges. Experimentally, an effect similar to this has 

been observed: tunneling in graphene overlapped layers happens in localized ‘hotspots’ 

where corrugations in the graphene sheets lead to small areas of decreased ρc. 
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Figure 2.11  Effects on current density magnitude (black arrows) as the interlayer 
resistance is varied.  The color variation represents the change in potential 
across the device. 

2.4.2 Effects of Varying Interlayer Density Imbalance 

In Figure 2.12 we show the effect of varying the interlayer density imbalance (Δn) 

at fixed ρc = 1∙10-3  
Ω∙cm2 on the magnitude of the interlayer current flow in the device. 

At equal layer densities the electrons tunneled across the entire channel, but as Δn 

increased the electrons flow preferentially in the higher density (lower resistance) layer, 

and tunneled in the lower density (higher resistance) layer near the edges of the overlap 

region. The overall device resistance (R2pt) is inversely proportional to the interlayer 

tunneling current with high interlayer tunneling leading to lower R2pt and vice versa.  
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Figure 2.12  Effects of current density magnitude (black arrows) as carrier density 
imbalance changes.  The color variation represents the change in potential 
across the device. 

To continue, we varied both the ρc and Δn between the two layers with a constant 

total density (nT) of 1∙1012 and µ of 5000 cm2 / V∙s and found two limiting cases. Figure 

2.13 gives R2pt as a function of Δn in the high and low ρc regimes. For ρc < 5∙10-3 
Ω∙cm2 

R2pt was dependent on the interlayer imbalance, while ρc > 1∙10-1 
Ω∙cm2 

R2pt was 

independent of Δn and dominated by ρc. An interesting effect occurs when ρc is in 

between these two regimes.  Figure 2.14 gives R2pt as a function of Δn in the ‘interlayer 

barrier’ resistance regime. At this level (10-3 > ρc < 10-1) R2pt is constant at low Δn and is 

modulated as Δn increases and shape of this profile is dependent on µ and ρc. The reader 

will note that this effect is analogous to the desired signatures of density imbalance 

effects on interlayer resistance in the ITFET.  
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Figure 2.13  Δn vs. R2pt for ρc = 10-3 
Ω∙cm2  (left) and 100 

Ω∙cm2 (right).  R2pt is dependent 
on Δn at low ρc and independent of Δn at high ρc.  
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Figure 2.14  Δn vs. R2pt  for ρc = 2∙10-3 
Ω∙cm2.  In this regime R2pt is independent of Δn at 

low Δn and dependent on Δn at high Δn.  
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2.5 INTERLAYER RESISTANCE EXTRACTION 

We simulate the current flow in this structure using Vs of 0 V, Vd of 20 mV, and 

Vbg ranging from -40V to 40V, while varying ρc.  Figure 2.15 shows a comparison 

between the measured and simulated R4pt as a function of Vbg with several values of ρc.  ρc 

= 2.5∙10-5 
Ω∙cm2 yielded good agreement with the measured data, and an increase or 

decrease in this value by a factor of two gave results significantly different from 

measured values. While only the inner probe combination is shown, a similarly good 

agreement was found for all probe combinations.  Several devices were measured, and an 

interlayer tunneling resistance ranging from 2.5∙10-5 
Ω∙cm2 to 7.5∙10-5 

Ω∙cm2 was found.   

Figure 2.15  Measured Vbg vs. R4pt compared to modeled Vbg vs. R4pt  at different levels of 
ρc.  

2.6 CONCLUSION 

In summary, we fabricated a device consisting of two overlapped, independently 

contacted graphene monolayers, and used R4pt measurements to characterize the top and 
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graphene layers and examined the effects of a varying ρc and Δn on the system. By 

comparing the calculated and measured resistance for different values of the ρc, we 

extract a layer-to-layer specific contact resistance of 2.5∙10-5 
Ω∙cm2. These results will 

prove useful in future work toward tunneling devices in graphene graphene 

heterostructures. 
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Chapter 3: Fabrication of Large Arrays of Graphene Tunneling Field 

Effect Transistors 

To continue, we migrate towards a device structure that has shown indications of 

intriguing interlayer interactions in previous reports: the graphene – metal oxide 

dielectric – graphene heterostructure.  However, rather than fabricating singular devices 

out of exfoliated graphene films similar to Chapter 2, we fabricate large arrays of 

graphene transistors created from graphene films grown via chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD).  We analyze the device performance and discuss implications of the results on 

the viability of this fabrication technique for novel electronic devices.   

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Graphene tunneling field effect transistors (TFETs) may be an attractive option 

for beyond-CMOS low-power digital electronics.  The two-dimensional lattice, low-

effective mass, and high Fermi energy contribute to the viability of TFETs for next 

generation devices.10 Recently, the first graphene TFETs using exfoliated graphene flakes 

and hexagonal boron nitride single crystals, or molybdenum di-sulfide, as the interlayer 

dielectric were demonstrated.11 However, these prototype devices were developed with a 

method that allows for the creation of a single device at a time.   

Additionally, when creating these novel graphene heterostructures, Britnell et.al.12 

showed that devices with rotational alignment between the two graphene layers can show 

negative differential resistance.  In this system, the real-space rotational alignment 

created k-space alignment which allowed for momentum conserved interband tunneling 

between the two layers and a corresponding negative differential resistance.  Figure 3.01 

gives a schematic representation of one such device.   
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Figure 3.01  Schematic representation of rotationally aligned graphene structures 
(dielectric not shown).  Two separate single crystals are stacked on top of 
one another with particular attention to the crystal’s rotational orientation 
during alignment.  Rotationally aligned devices give negative differential 
resistance via manipulation of momentum conserved interband tunneling.12   

 Understandably, exfoliated graphene is impractical for large scale 

implementation of graphene logic devices. Since graphene’s discovery there has been a 

substantial amount of effort in to scaling graphene growth via a variety of low cost and 

accessible methods. In particular, graphene created by CVD can be grown as a single 
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crystal on a variety of substrates using a wide selection of precursors. Although as grown 

crystals are excellent, the transfer of the graphene films to process friendly substrates 

degrades the crystal structure and produces multiple domains. In principal, when creating 

large arrays of graphene transistors from a single CVD crystal, small areas of rotationally 

aligned areas could exist. Figure 3.02 shows a representation of this principle.  If two 

domains within a large CVD graphene area were aligned during device fabrication, the 

system could produce electrical characteristics similar to analogous devices created with 

exfoliation techniques.  In this chapter we present a method to produce multiple aligned 

devices in parallel utilizing graphene grown by CVD in conjunction with atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) of the interlayer dielectric. With a Hall bar geometry on both of the 

graphene layers, we are able to study both layers independently during electrical 

characterization and search for intriguing electronic signatures. 
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Figure 3.02  Schematic representation of two separate CVD graphene layers placed in 
close proximity (dielectric not shown) which contains an area of rotationally 
aligned domains.   

3.2 GRAPHENE GROWTH 

The CVD graphene was produced by flowing CH4 and H2 for a period of three 

minutes on copper foils at temperatures greater than 1000 °C.13  The graphene was then 

spin coated with PMMA and placed in a bath of 0.5 M ammonium persulfate for 12h to 

etch the copper foil.  The resulting graphene / PMMA film was placed in deionized water 

before transferring to a 300 nm thermally grown SiO2 / Si substrate and dried with N2.  

The substrate was placed on a hot plate in air at 220 °C to cure the PMMA before placing 

in a room temperature acetone bath to dissolve the PMMA.  The substrate was then 
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annealed at 400 °C for 8 hours at 5∙10-9 Torr to remove any residual PMMA and 

subsequently cleaved in to several smaller samples for device fabrication.  

3.2.1 Graphene Topology 

A problem inherent to the use of graphene grown on metal foils for electronic 

devices is the process of transferring the graphene films to suitable Si / SiO2 substrates 

for subsequent processing.  Depending on the process, as grown graphene is excellent 

quality and can reach single crystal domain sizes above 10 cm2.  However, encapsulation 

in PMMA, metal etching, and transfer processes distort the crystallinity on a macro scale.  

Figure 3.03 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the same graphene sample 

transferred onto a Si / SiO2 with differing scale bars. In certain areas the crystal remains 

atomically flat, but over large areas ripples and imperfections in the graphene sheet are 

prevalent. These corrugations and irregularities are attributed to the large amount of 

device variation seen when creating arrays of transistors using CVD graphene transferred 

to other substrates. 

 When creating the heterostructure arrays presented in this chapter, significant 

effort was spent in isolating areas on independent graphene sheets that contained minimal 

distortions in the planned active areas. This difficulty was compounded by having to find 

similarly spaced high quality areas across separate substrates. The majority of failed 

devices in the device arrays contained unavoidable wrinkles in the active area of the 

bottom layer.  To date, the transfer processes that cause crystal degradation have 

improved but remain a problem in large scale graphene device fabrication.   
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Figure 3.03  AFM image of graphene films transferred onto Si / SiO2 after annealing at 
400 °C  to remove PMMA residues.  

3.3 FABRICATION 

Similar to the process described in 2.2.1, standard photolithography was used to 

define a grid of alignment markers on an Si / SiO2 substrate, CVD graphene is transferred 

onto the substrate, and then the sample is cleaved in to < 1 cm2 pieces. Two sets of 

twenty-five graphene areas with low surface roughness were isolated via electron beam 

lithography (EBL) and O2 plasma etching on two separate substrates (A and B). On the 

substrate with the graphene that will act as the bottom layer (A), a Hall bar geometry was 

defined with subsequent EBL, O2 plasma etching, and evaporated Ni contacts. The 

substrate (A) was then UHV annealed at 270°C for 3 hours at 5∙10-9 Torr to remove 

residual PMMA on the graphene surface. A temperature of 270 °C was chosen because 

recent work has shown that annealing GFETs at higher temperatures, while cleaning the 

surface of PMMA residues, also degrades device mobility and significantly shifts the 

Dirac point towards positive voltages.14 Figure 3.04 shows a device before and after the 

annealing of the device. 
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Figure 3.04  Representative image of the cleaning effects on a graphene device after 
annealing at 270 °C for 3 hours in UHV. Device width is 3 µm and device 
length is 11 µm. 

After annealing, 10 Å of Ti was evaporated on the substrate (A) and oxidized in 

air.  This TiOx acts as a seed layer for 10 nm of Al2O3 grown by atomic layer 

deposition.15 A 10 nm dielectric thickness was chosen to avoid pin-holes associated with 

the inherent roughness or ripples present in transferred CVD-grown graphene. The 

second substrate’s (B) isolated graphene areas were captured in a spun-on PMMA film 

and transferred onto the first substrate (A) so that all graphene areas overlap fully using 

the wet-transfer method described in 2.2.2. A Hall bar geometry was then defined on the 

top graphene layer, overlapping the bottom device using a similar methods as for the 

bottom layer. The overlap area dimensions were 3 µm × 6.5 µm, chosen at this size to 

minimize the occurrence of ripples in the device active area, which can lead to interlayer 

dielectric leakage, while maintaining feasibility in fabrication. Figure 3.05 shows the 

final area of devices, an image of a singular device and a cross sectional representation of 
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one of the devices. Figure 3.06 shows a schematic representation of the preceding process 

flow.  

 

 

Figure 3.05  Images of the final devices. (left) Array of 25 graphene TFETs.  (center) 
Image of a singular device, channel width is 4 µm.  (right) Cross-sectional 
representation of the heterostructure. 
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Figure 3.06  Schematic Process flow for creating TFET arrays. 
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3.4 DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION 

The process discussed above has a high yield, with more than 90% of 50 devices 

across three substrates functioning without interlayer leakage. Variability from device to 

device was predominantly seen in the neutrality point of the bottom layer, which was 

probed as a function of the backgate voltage (Vbg) and ranged from -36 V to 34 V with a 

mean of 15 V. Below we present typical data representative of the entire device array.  

The Hall bar geometry on each device allows independent characterization of the 

bottom (top) layer. A contact on one end of the bottom (top) layer is grounded while the 

opposite contact is maintained at a voltage of 100 mV.  The source contact of the top 

(bottom) layer is grounded and the substrate, used as Vbg, is swept from -40 V to 40 V to 

modulate the carriers in each of the graphene layers.  Figure 3.07 shows the two-point 

device resistance (R2pt) of the bottom (Rb) and top (Rt) layers measured as a function of 

Vbg, while the opposite layer is grounded. Rb shows the ambipolar behavior typical of 

graphene, while Rt varies as a function of Vbg in a manner consistent with screening 

effects seen in previous experimental results on graphene double layers fabricated using a 

layer-by-layer transfer with exfoliated graphene.8 The average mobility (µ) of the bottom 

layer devices was 4650 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1 with the highest µ  at 5800 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1 and the lowest 

at 1600 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1. 
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Figure 3.07 R2pt of the top and bottom layers as a function of Vbg. 

We also use the top graphene layer to modulate carriers in the bottom graphene 

layer, allowing the measurement of the interlayer Al2O3 dielectric capacitance (CAl2O3), 

assuming a known SiO2 capacitance (CSiO2).  Rb is measured as a function of the top layer 

bias (Vtl), while keeping Vbg grounded. The results of the same measurement taken at Vbg 

between -40 V and 40 V, in 20 V increments are shown in Figure 3.08.  The linear 

dependence of the neutrality point as a function of Vbg and Vtl yield a capacitance ratio: 

CAl2O3 / CSiO2 = 25.16  Assuming a capacitance of 11 nF∙cm-2 for the 300 nm thick SiO2 

bottom dielectric, we obtain an interlayer capacitance of 275 n∙F∙cm-2 for the 1 nm / 10 

nm TiOx / Al2O3 dielectric stack. This value corresponds to an effective dielectric 

constant κ ~ 3.2 for the TiOx / Al2O3 layer, in agreement with reports from literature.15  
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Figure 3.08  Rb vs. Vtl at various levels of Vbg.  The linear dependence of the charge 
neutrality point gives κ = 3.2 RB 

To continue, we measured Rt while sweeping the voltage of the bottom layer (Vbl) 

from -4 V to 2 V while maintaining fixed Vbg stepped in 20 V increments, as shown in 

Figure 3.09.  The data shows ambipolar behavior of Rt as a function Vbl, and a weak 

dependence on Vbg associated with the screening of Vbg by carriers induced by Vbl. The 

mean µ  for top layer devices was 1500 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1 with the highest µ  at 2300 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1 

and the lowest at 750 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1. The decreased performance attributed to the surface 

roughness of the interlayer dielectric and the increased amount of processing the top 

graphene layer undergoes.   
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Figure 3.09  Rt vs. Vbl at various levels of Vbg.  The lack of variation at different Vbg is 
attributed to screening of the top layer carriers by the bottom graphene 
sheet. 

Finally, we measure the tunneling current between the two layers (Iil) as a 

function of interlayer bias (Vil), and at fixed Vbg stepped in 20 V increments as shown in 

Figure 3.10.  One contact of the bottom layer was biased from -5 V to 5 V, while a top 

layer contact at the opposite end of the overlap area was grounded.  The interlayer current 

is very small, consistent with good electrical isolation of the two layers, and shows a 

weak dependence on Vbg.  The devices that were considered failures represented a direct 

short between the top and bottom layers; i.e. Iil is similar or greater than the channel 

current.  Every device that was shorted between the top and bottom layers contained a 

significant bottom layer wrinkle as discussed in Section 3.2.1, At no point across dozens 

of devices and several substrates was negative differential resistance observed. 
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Figure 3.10  Iil as a function of Vil.  Absolute currents are small and there is a small 
dependence on Vbg. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

We demonstrated a fabrication process which produces large arrays of graphene 

TFETs using CVD-grown graphene and an ALD-grown interlayer dielectric. While the 

interlayer tunneling is low and modulated by Vbg there was no negative differential 

resistance observed despite an immense amount of effort into alignment.  Creating device 

arrays with thinner interlayer dielectrics is expected to yield higher Iil but is at higher risk 

for lower yields because of channel roughness in the as transferred CVD surfaces.  

Additionally, the characteristic effects desired for ITFET operation have only been seen 

with crystalline dielectrics and the metal-oxide – graphene interface should be explored 

in more depth. 
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Chapter 4: Oxidized Titanium as a Gate Dielectric for Graphene Field 

Effect Transistors and its Tunneling Mechanisms 

As we progress, we note that theory and experiment have suggested that the 

quality and type of interlayer dielectric for graphene heterostructures seeking to harness 

interlayer tunneling is a far more complex and important problem than initially believed.  

In this chapter we examine one of the most widely used methods of creating dielectrics 

on graphene surfaces: depositing a layer of easily oxidized metal to act as a seed layer for 

atomic layer deposition (ALD) of metal oxides.  Specifically, we examine the physical 

and electrical properties of the seed layer by creating a gate dielectric stack consisting 

only of this material and examine implications for the ITFET structure. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

While there have been many recent studies of graphene field effect transistors 

(GFETs) and graphene – dielectric – graphene heterostructures,10,16–19 there are still gaps 

in our understanding of the surface reaction kinetics20 and conduction mechanisms21 

through graphene gate dielectrics, and many of the physical properties of these gate 

dielectric materials remain unclear. The quest for novel graphene devices such as 

graphene tunnel FETs3,22 will also require a greater understanding of these materials and 

how they affect the electrical characteristics of graphene devices. The focus of this 

chapter is to shed light on a novel physical vapor deposition (PVD) method used to 

fabricate the GFET topgate stack that is an extension of a ubiquitous technique.16      

Previous work has showed that oxidized aluminum and oxidized titanium (TiOx) 

can be used as a nucleation site for dielectrics deposited via ALD.15,16,23 In this study we 

use only cycles of PVD titanium and subsequent oxidation to form the gate dielectric.  

We fabricated a set of dual-gated GFETs with different dielectric thicknesses between 2.4 
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nm and 12 nm. Furthermore, we analyzed the gate leakage current in GFETs with TiOx 

gate dielectrics as a function of temperature and electric field and investigated the 

implications of these effects on the ITFET structure.   

4.2 GRAPHENE ULTRA HIGH VACUUM ANNEALING 

In order to accurately understand the interfaces used in this work we must ensure 

that graphene active area is cleaned of processing residues.  It has been shown that 

graphene field effect transistors have higher surface roughness, worse conduction quality, 

and significant p-type doping when using standard electron beam lithography (EBL) / 

metallization fabrication techniques.14 The EBL resist PMMA leaves residues after 

device processing which may cause many of these effects and must be removed in order 

to attain high quality graphene – dielectric interfaces.  While a variety of different in situ 

process techniques and post process cleaning methods have been studied, the most 

effective way to clean a graphene surface remains ultra-high vacuum (UHV) annealing of 

the surface before dielectric deposition.24–26   

A brief empirical analysis was conducted to determine the best conditions for 

cleaning GFETs on SiO2 substrates after processing.  Transistors were fabricated using 

the processes described in Chapter 4.3 and annealed for 3 hours with temperatures 

ranging from 225 °C to 300 °C with the mobility (µ), Dirac point (VDirac), and surface 

roughness (Rs) measured before and after UHV annealing.   

Figure 4.01 shows representative atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of 

devices before and after thermal treatment.  We see that graphene sheets increase in 

cleanliness as the annealing temperature increases.  At lower temperatures PMMA 

residues remain on the surfaces, represented by small globular shapes that decrease in 
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density as the temperature increases.  After annealing at 300 °C nearly all residues have 

been removed from the graphene surface. 

Figure 4.01 Representative AFM images of graphene sheets after 3 hour annealing at 
various temperatures. At 250 °C there remains occasional ‘large’ PMMA 
residues. At  275 °C the surface is almost completely cleaned of residues. At  
300 °C the surface is nearly atomically flat. 

Figure 4.02 gives the relative increase in µ (Δµ) and the VDirac shift towards 

neutral (ΔVDirac) vs. the annealing temperature for a series of devices treated with UHV 

annealing.  The black squares and left axis indicate Δµ and red circles and right axis 

ΔVDirac.  The graph shows a peak in both mobility improvement and a VDirac shift towards 

neutrality at 255 °C.  We surmise that at temperatures < 240 °C the graphene is not being 

cleaned of PMMA residues, and the negative effects on device performance persist; 

250 275 300 
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however, at temperatures > 275 °C the graphene comes into closer contact with the 

corrugated SiO2 surface resulting in lower mobilities and significant VDirac p-type shifts. 

In the experiments below, we used an annealing temperature of ~255 °C for surfaces free 

of major contaminants while maintaining good conduction characteristics. 

Figure 4.02  µ improvement and VDirac shift as a function of three hour UHV annealing 
temperature for GFETs. 

4.3 DEVICE FABRICATION 

Figure 4.03 gives a schematic representation of the process flow used to create the 

series of GFETs used in this section. We mechanically exfoliated monolayer graphene4 

layers on 285 nm thermally oxidized SiO2 grown on highly doped n-type silicon. 

Graphene monolayers are identified with a combination of Raman spectroscopy,5 and 

optical contrast under white light.6 We created the back-gated GFET channels with a 

combination of EBL and oxygen plasma etching.  After a subsequent EBL step to define 

contact regions, nickel was evaporated to form the source, drain and Hall-bar contacts.  

The GFETs were then annealed at ~255 °C for three hours at 9∙10-9 Torr to remove 
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process residues, while preventing mobility degradation.14  A set of GFETs were created 

using 2 − 10 cycles of Ti deposition and oxidation. Ti films with a thickness of 10 Å were 

electron beam evaporated at a rate of less than 0.1 Å/s, at a starting pressure of 5∙10-6 

Torr background pressure, and then vented to atmosphere. During deposition the pressure 

of the system drops to ~ 1∙10-6 Torr.  The exposure to atmosphere was less than one 

minute when vented between repeated cycles.  A topgate was then defined by a 

subsequent EBL step and a nickel topgate electrode was deposited with electron beam 

evaporation and lift-off.  For devices with thicker dielectrics, isolated contact windows 

were opened using a combination of EBL and CH4 plasma etching.    
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Figure 4.03  Schematic representation of the process flow for creating devices with 
varying thickness TiOx as a gate dielectric. Step 4 and 5 are repeated as 
necessary to increase the thickness of the TiOx. 

4.4 TIOX CHARACTERIZATION 

To accurately determine the characteristics of TiOx as a dielectric, a precise 

measurement of the oxide thickness is essential.  The dielectric thickness after the cyclic 

deposition of the TiOx was determined using a combination of ellipsometry and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  Additionally, the dielectric’s composition and 

roughness was also investigated with X-ray photoemission (XPS) spectroscopy and 

AFM. 
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4.4.1  Dielectric Thickness  

To ensure that an accurate measurement of the dielectric thickness was made, for 

every fabricated GFET created in this work, a control Ti-on-Si sample was processed in 

parallel to measure the dielectric thickness by ellipsometry.  In addition, cross-sectional 

TEMs were taken for several graphene devices to determine the thickness of the TiOx on 

the graphene active area as compared to ellipsometry measurements of the Ti-on-Si 

substrates.  Figure 4.04 shows the deposited Ti film thickness (tTi) vs. the measured oxide 

thickness (tox) from ellipsometry and TEM.  The inset of Figure 4.04 shows a cross-

sectional TEM of three cycles of TiOx on the graphene channel. For every 10 Å of 

titanium deposited on the bare silicon substrates, 11 - 12 Å of oxidized titanium is 

produced.  TEM data were obtained for three GFETs with different TiOx thicknesses, all 

showing a dielectric thickness within 3 Å of ellipsometric measurements on the Ti-on-Si 

controls. The above measurements confirm that the ellipsometric measurements serve as 

an accurate representation of the dielectric thickness in the channel area of our graphene 

devices.  
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Figure 4.04   Measured tox as a function of tTi for all devices obtained via ellipsometry 
and TEM.  Inset: TEM image of the TiOx on the graphene channel. 

4.4.2 Dielectric Quality 

The composition of the TiOx was also investigated with X-ray photoemission 

spectroscopy (XPS) on the control Si substrates.  Figure 4.05 shows the binding energy of 

the electrons vs. the number of electrons collected in the area around the Ti 2p bond 

states.  There are two distinct peaks at 459.2 eV and 464.9 eV, representing the Ti 2p 3/2 

and Ti 2p 1/2 states, commonly associated with pure TiO2.
27  The peak broadening of the 

Ti 2p 3/2 state in XPS measurements associated with other forms titanium oxides28 was 

not present. Additionally, TiO2 formed with similar methods has been found to be the 

rutile phase.29 The rutile phase of TiO2 has a bond length of 1.98 Å and bond angles of 

81° and 91°, yielding a unit cell z-height of 2.96 Å.30 The oxidation of pure Ti to TiO2 

would cause the as-deposited Ti film to grow, at a minimum, to three times its deposited 

thickness. However, the deposited film only increases in thickness by ~10 % per cycle, 

suggesting that the evaporating titanium is oxidizing primarily in-situ rather than in 
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ambient.  This finding suggests that the residual oxygen in the e-beam evaporation 

chamber, combined with the low deposition rate allows for oxidation during the Ti 

deposition.   

Figure 4.05   XPS spectrum of 10 cycles of TiOx giving the measured Intensity (arb. 
units) as a function of Binding Energy (eV). 

Additionally Rs as a function of tox was studied, as shown in Figure 4.06. 

Graphene channels after annealing had a Rs < 0.5 nm, increasing to ~1.6 nm for the 

thinnest working tox and leveling at ~ 1.1 nm above 48 Å. There was a 10 % variation in 

Rs for similar thicknesses depending on the device studied.   The high surface roughness 

at low dielectric thickness is seen as the lead cause of device failure at very low dielectric 

thicknesses.   
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Figure 4.06 Measured Rs as a function of tox. 

4.5 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Next, we turn to the electrical characterization of the devices fabricated using the 

processes described above.  All measurements were taken in a Lakeshore Cryonics 

Probestation at < 6 ∙ 10-5 Torr.  Measurements were controlled via LabView .vi’s 

controlling an Agilent 4156 parameter analyzer.  Where stated, the samples were cooled 

to 77 K using liquid nitrogen in the above probe station and measured in increments as 

they were returned to room temperature.   

4.5.1 Dual Gated Devices 

To begin, Figure 4.07 shows a dual-gated GFET channel resistance (R) measured 

as a function of the topgate voltage (Vtg) at different back-gate voltages (Vbg) for   4.8 nm 

TiOx. The inset of Figure 4.08 shows the Vtg value at the charge neutrality point (Vtg,Dirac) 

as a function of Vbg. Vtg,Dirac has a linear dependence on Vbg, with a slope equal to the 

ratio of the back-gate (Cbg) to top-gate capacitance (Ctg).  The Cbg values are measured 
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using 100×100 μm2 metal pads on the SiO2 back-gate dielectric in close proximity of the 

GFET, and are independently measured with values of 8 - 13 nF∙cm-2.  Using these values 

of Cbg and the ratio of Cbg / Ctg, the Ctg value is calculated for each dual-gated GFET. 

Note that the quantum capacitance of graphene does not contribute to the measured Ctg 

value because the ratio is determined where the Fermi level remains zero.  
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Figure 4.07  R vs. Vtg measured in a dual gated graphene FET at different Vbg. The 
dielectric was  4.8 nm TiOx.  The inset gives Vtg,Dirac vs. Vbg measured from 
the R vs. Vtg traces.  The slope of the line corresponds to Cbg / Ctg. 

Figure 4.08 shows the inverse of the capacitance per unit area (C-1
tg) vs. the 

physical thickness of the TiOx. The data are extracted from over ten devices with various 

gate dielectric thicknesses.  C-1
tg has a linear dependence on tox, the slope indicating a 

TiOx κ-value of 6.9. The y-value intercept of the C-1
tg vs. tox dependence is zero, within 

experimental error. The reader may note that accepted values of titanium oxides are 

above 40, the lesser values shown here are attributed to the amorphous structure of the 

dielectric.   
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Figure 4.08  C-1
tg vs. tox for dual-gated graphene FETs with TiOx dielectrics.  The κ-value 

of TiOx is 6.9 represented by the slope of the fitted line. 

4.5.2 Mobility Degradation 

During this study we also saw an impact of TiOx deposition on device 

performance. Figure 4.09 shows the resistivity (ρ) as a function of Vbg centered around 

the charge neutrality point (Vbg,Dirac) for a device before and after 2.4 nm of TiOx was 

deposited on the channel.  The device mobility (µ), extracted using the model of Kim et 

al., is 7300 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1 before deposition, and 5700 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1  after the TiOx was 

deposited. All devices showed a ~25% increase in mobility at 77 K, consistent with 

previous reports.  
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Figure 4.09  ρ vs. Vbg - Vbg,Dirac before and after deposition of 2.4 nm of TiOx.  The µ was 
7400 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1 and 5700 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1 before and after deposition, 

respectively. 

Figure 4.10 gives µ before and after TiOx deposition for various values of tox.  The 

initial µ value degrades after TiOx deposition for all values of tox.  The line connecting the 

points between different tox values represents the relative µ degradation of each device as 

a function of tox.  Devices with similar starting µ are chosen to help clarify the effects of 

dielectric deposition on the electrical characteristics of the GFETs.  The initial µ 

degradation is rapid at small tox values, but levels off, at ~50% of the initial starting value 

for tox > 50 Å. These measurements are similar to previous studies of the graphene 

channel mobility dependence on dielectric thickness where mobility degradation was 

attributed to scattering from oxygen vacancies in the dielectric layer. Additionally, 

oxygen vacancies in TiO2 are known to be prevalent and could form filaments and 

parallel conduction pathways when biased appropriately as with resistive switching 

RAM.31–33   
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Figure 4.10  μ vs. tox for devices with varying TiOx gate dielectric thicknesses.  Data 
points that are vertically aligned represent a single device, i.e. mobility of 
FETs indicated by squares degrade to those indicated by triangles after Ti 
deposition.  The blue line (right axis) represents the relative degradation of 
the devices.  

4.6 TUNNELING MECHANISMS 

The gate leakage current density (J) from the graphene channel to the topgate 

electrode through the TiOx was measured, and the data compared with different models to 

try to elucidate dominant leakage mechanisms.  We indicate possible gate dielectric 

conduction mechanisms in our GFETs in Figure 4.11. Four mechanisms that might 

determine the leakage through the gate dielectric were studied: (1) thermionic emission, 

(2) Poole - Frenkel tunneling, (3) Fowler - Nordheim tunneling and (4) direct tunneling.34 
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Figure 4.11  Energy band diagram schematically showing (1) thermionic emission, (2) 
Poole-Frenkel tunneling, (3) Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling, and (4) direct 
tunneling.  Solid arrows represent a thermal excitation while wavy lines 
represent a tunneling process. Diagram is not to scale. 

The J values were experimentally determined by biasing the graphene layer at 100 

mV between the source and drain electrodes, and varying the top-gate electrode bias from 

-1.5 V to 1.5 V, while keeping Vbg at 0 V.  

4.6.1  Thermionic Emission 

The first tunneling mechanism we will examine in depth is thermionic emission in 

which carriers are thermally excited over the tunnel barrier at the electrode-dielectric 

interface as depicted as (1) in Figure 4.12.  The thermionic current density (JTH) has the 

following dependence on temperature (T), and electric field (E):      

 

NOP ∝ R& ⋅ �TU V WC�XO ��Y ' Z C[\]^�_ (1) 

where q is the electron charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant,	�Y is barrier height 

between the metal and the TiOx, and ε is the dynamic permittivity. 
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To probe the role of the thermionic emission in our graphene devices, in Figure 

4.13 we show J/T
2 vs. E1/2 on a semi-log plot at various temperatures.  The Figure 4.13 

inset is a semi-log Arrhenius plot of J/T
2 at a fixed E = 2 MeV/cm. In the parent figure, 

thermionic emission is characterized by a linear slope of the J/T
2 on E1/2. In the inset, this 

conduction mechanism is shown by the magnitude of J/T
2 being linearly dependent on T-1 

at a constant E.  In these devices, we find the slope of J/T
2 to be linear with respect to 

E
1/2. At constant E, there is a nearly linear dependence of J/T

2 at T > 150 K with a weak 

or no dependence at lower temperatures. Using Eq. (2) we are able to experimentally 

determine �Y from the y-intercept of the linear Arrhenius dependence of J/T
2 at constant 

E and T > 150 K.  In this temperature regime �Y was 0.75 – 0.80 eV when calculated 

from E = 1.9 – 2.1 MeV∙cm-2.  
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Figure 4.12  Thermionic emission plot showing J/T
2 vs. E1/2.  Inset shows J/T

2 vs 1000/T 
at constant E = 1.85 MV/cm.  Red line intercept gives �`= 42 meV.  
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4.6.2 Poole-Frenkel Tunneling 

The second potential mechanism is Poole-Frenkel tunneling in which electrons 

tunnel into dielectric trap states and then are thermally excited into the channel, 

demonstrated by (2) in Figure 4.12. In this scenario the current density (JPF) depends on 

E and T as follows: 

  

Na4 ∝ � ⋅ �TU V WC�XO ��` − Z C[\]^�_	 (2) 

 

where �`is the trap depth.   

To analyze the Poole-Frenkel mechanism, in Figure 4.14 we plot J/E vs. E1/2 at 

various temperatures. The inset gives a semi-log Arrhenius plot of J/E at constant E = 

1.85 MeV/cm. The main panel data shows a linear ln(J/E) vs. E1/2dependence, consistent 

Poole-Frenkel tunneling.   Figure 4.14’s inset shows that the magnitude of J/E has an 

exponential dependence on T-1, at constant E.  Using Eq. (2) we extract �` to be 30 – 70 

meV for E = 1.75 – 1.9 MV∙cm-1.  Trap depths in polycrystalline TiOx films have been 

found ranging between 30 meV and 0.9 eV depending on the preparation method and 

oxidation structure of the TiOx.
35,36  
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Figure 4.13 Poole-Frenkel plot showing J/E vs. E1/2.  Inset shows J/E vs. 1000/T at 
constant E = 2.04 MV∙cm-1.  Red line intercept gives �Y= 0. 78 eV.   

4.6.3 Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling and Direct Tunneling 

Fowler-Nordheim and direct tunneling are discussed in parallel as they both have 

a similar dependence on E2 and can be studied simultaneously and are shown by (3) and 

(4), respectively, in Figure 4.12. The current density (JFN) resulting from tunneling 

through the triangular potential barrier, i.e. Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, has the 

following dependence on E:    

 

N4b ∝ �& ⋅ �TU 0W\� 	c&Cdefℏ 	ghi/k
[ 2 (3) 

 

where mox is the mass of the carrier in the dielectric and ħ is Planck constant.  

Finally, the current density (JDT) resulting from direct tunneling through the potential 

barrier has the following dependence on E:  
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NKO ∝ [k
ghlm

�TU 0− &lkc&Cdef
ℏ

ghi/k
[ 2 (4) 

 

where β1 and β2 are unit-less correction terms depending on �Y and E, and mox is 

the effect mass of the carrier in the oxide.  �Y is determined by the difference in the 

nickel Fermi energy (EF,Ni) and the electron affinity of the TiO2 (χTiO2). Given that EF,Ni is 

4.6 eV and χTiO2 is 3.9 eV37 we expect  �Y to be approximately 0.5 eV.  

To assess the Fowler-Nordheim and direct tunneling mechanisms in Figure 4.15 

we plot J/E
2 as a function of E-1on a semi-log plot at multiple temperatures.  In devices 

with low dielectric thickness, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is characterized by a 

temperature independent negative slope at high E, while direct tunneling is indicated by a 

temperature independent positive slope at low E.34,38 In our devices, we find strong 

temperature dependence for T  > 125 K, indicating thermally activated processes 

occurring at elevated temperatures. The positive slope of J/E
2 at low E expected for direct 

tunneling was not seen in any of our devices. Instead, we observed a slow decrease in 

slope with decreasing field consistent with trap-assisted tunneling.39   

At high fields and low temperatures the data is consistent with Fowler-Nordheim 

tunneling. Using Eq. (3) and the high-field slope of ln(J/E
2) vs. E

-1 at 77 K, we 

experimentally determine �Y = 1.0 eV. We assumed the tunneling effective mass in TiO2 

to be the electron rest mass. However, we note that the effective mass in TiO2 has been 

reported to range between 0.7 and 14 m0.
40  
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Figure 4.15  Fowler-Nordheim plot showing J/E
2 vs. E-1. Decreasing slopes at higher 

temperatures may be indicative of thermally activated processes.  Relatively 
low negative slope at low fields may be indicative of trap-assisted tunneling 
processes.  

4.6.4 Tunneling Mechanisms Regimes and Conclusions 

These findings suggest that the gate leakage is controlled by a combination of 

mechanisms dependent on the electric field applied and temperature of the device.  At 

temperatures below 125 K and high E fields, J is dominated by Fowler-Nordheim 

tunneling through the triangular potential barrier.  At similar temperatures and low E 

fields, trap assisted tunneling occurs in which the carriers find trap states in the dielectric 

before tunneling through the rest of the barrier.  For all E and temperatures above 150 K a 

J is a combination of Poole-Frenkel tunneling and thermionic emission in which thermal 

excitation enhances the leakage current. 
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4.7 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, repeated cycles of PVD and oxidation of titanium was able to 

achieve high performance GFETs.  We find that the Ti PVD layer is primarily oxidized 

in-situ to TiO2. By measuring a set of devices with different tox, we determine the 

dielectric constant of oxidized titanium to be κ = 6.9. Finally, we measured the leakage 

currents and investigated the possible conductions mechanisms in TiOx gate dielectrics. 

While it is difficult to make definitive conclusions, we found evidence of Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling at temperatures below 125 K and a combination of Poole-Frenkel 

tunneling and thermionic emission at temperatures above 125 K.  This analysis suggests a 

conduction band edge barrier height of 0.78 eV and a trap depth of ~45meV below the 

conduction band.  

These findings are of significant note towards ITFET engineering in that the 

oxidized metal seed layers used in graphene – dielectric – graphene heterostructures have 

tunneling mechanisms that may cause the momentum scattering necessary to break down 

any of the conservation effects needed to see exotic electron physics such as interlayer 

band to band tunneling.  Future efforts toward the ITFET will concentrate on crystalline 

dielectrics and novel materials that may prove more beneficial than graphene and 

amorphous dielectrics in achieving the desired results. In particular, direct growth of 

crystalline dielectrics on the channel material is an area of active research.41,42 

Conceivably, one can envision a fully grown heterostructure where every layer is 

crystalline and layer-by-layer transfers are no longer required. 
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Chapter 5: Field Effect Transistors with Current Saturation and 

Voltage Gain in Ultrathin ReS2 

In the previous chapter we concluded that amorphous metal-seed – metal-oxide 

dielectrics will not yield the device characteristics sought after for ITFET operation.  

With this conclusion we begin the exploration of a new class of material Transition Metal 

Dichalcogenides (TMDs). In particular, we begin with the consideration of Rhenium 

DiSulfide (ReS2), unique among TMDs in that it has a layer independent direct bandgap 

ideal for efficient momentum conserved band to band tunneling.  In this chapter, while 

we do not create a vertical heterostructure, we investigate ReS2’s crystal structure, 

composition, and electrical characteristics to explore its suitability for an ITFET 

structure.   

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade, two-dimensional (2D) materials have been intensely 

researched for their potential use in solid-state device technology beyond silicon.10,43,44 

Atomically-thin, 2D materials are potentially ideal for eliminating short-channel effects, 

such as drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) in today’s state-of-the-art MOSFETs.10 

The atomically smooth surfaces have no dangling bonds, which is potentially beneficial 

for lowering interface state densities and reducing surface roughness scattering. TMDs 

display semiconducting, metallic or superconducting behavior depending upon their 

constituent elements.44,45 Having a bandgap gives TMDs an advantage over gapless 

graphene for use in logic transistors, as a sizable bandgap is required to achieve high 

Ion/Ioff.  

Semiconducting TMDs generally have different electronic properties between 

their bulk and monolayer forms, the most common manifestation of this effect being the 
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transition from indirect to direct bandgap as the number of layers decreases.46,47 ReS2 has 

recently gained attention for having a bulk form that behaves optically like its individual 

monolayers. ReS2 has a direct bandgap in both its bulk (Eg = 1.5 eV), and monolayer (Eg 

= 1.58 eV) forms.48  This is different from most TMDs whose bandgap changes from 

indirect to direct while decreasing in thickness such as MoS2,
46 MoSe2,

49 WS2,
50 and 

WSe2.
50  While a direct bandgap is not necessary for logic transistors, inter-band tunnel 

FETs (ITFETs) perform better with a direct bandgap due to efficient energy and 

momentum conserved electron tunneling. Therefore, ReS2 may provide a seamless 

platform for combining logic FETs and optoelectronic devices in a monolayer/multilayer 

platform, using processes such as chemical vapor deposition.44,51  

5.2  CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

The Rhenium group TMDs are unique among its counterparts in that their crystal 

structure is not hexagonal.  There is an extra valence electron in the Re atoms that causes 

ReS2 to take a distorted 1T crystal structure.  This leads to an increased amount of 

decoupling between layers which causes multi-layer forms of ReS2 to behave similarly to 

bulk.  Figure 5.01 shows the crystal structure of ReS2.  The blue line denotes the b axis 

which is parallel to chains of Re – Re bonds that are stronger than their Re – S 

counterparts and are the preferential axis for cleaving during micromechanical 

exfoliation.   
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Figure 5.01  Crystal structure of ReS2.
48 The top image is a planar view while the bottom 

image is a cross-sectional view.  The blue line indicates the b axis, red 
circles indicate Rhenium atoms, and yellow circles indicate Sulfur atoms. 
Crystals exfoliate preferentially along the b axis. 

5.3 COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS 

As ReS2 is a comparatively less studied TMD material, an effort was made to 

ensure the composition and quality of the ReS2 crystals used in this chapter. The ReS2 

crystals were obtained commercially from 2D Semiconductors Inc. The crystals used in 

the compositional analysis were measured as received from the manufacturer and were 

not reduced by micromechanical exfoliation.  

5.3.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  

Figure 5.02 gives a portion of the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

spectrum taken of the ReS2 crystals near the characteristic Re 4f peaks.  The figure 

shows the RSF corrected binding energy of the electrons in eV vs. number of electrons 

collected (arb. units). There are two distinct peaks at 42.58 eV and 45.00 eV representing 

the Re 4f 5/2 and Re 4f 7/2 states.   
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Figure 5.02  XPS spectra of the Re 4f state.   

Similarly, Figure 5.03 gives the portion of the XPS spectra of the ReS2 crystals 

near the characteristic S 2p peaks.  The figure shows the RSF corrected binding energy of 

the electrons in eV vs. number of electrons collected (arb.units). This figure shows a 

clearly resolved S 2p 3/2 peak at 163.03 eV with the S 2p 1/2 peak at 164.04 eV 

determined via curve-fitting. Compositional analyses of these peaks show the source 

crystal to contain 34 atomic percent Re and 66 atomic percent S. 
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Figure 5.03 XPS spectra of the S 2p state. 

5.3.2 Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy  

Figure 5.04 is the collected energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum 

of the ReS2 crystals given as the number of X-rays detected (arb. units) vs. the energy of 

the excited X-rays in the crystal (keV). The two major peaks detected at 1.84 keV and 

2.31 keV are associated with Re (Mα) and S (Kα).  Compositional analysis of the EDS 

spectrum gives 34 atomic percent Re and 66 atomic percent S in the parent crystal.  This 

is determined from the ratio of peaks in the spectrum paired with a form factor.  These 

results confirm the XPS measurements and ensure the high stoichiometric quality of 

source ReS2 crystal.   
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Figure 5.04 EDS measurement of the ReS2 crystal. 

5.4 LAYER CHARACTERIZATION 

Determination of the number of layers in an exfoliated ReS2 sample can be quite 

difficult.  As stated before ReS2 has a direct bandgap independent of layer number (Eg = 

1.5 eV) above one atomic layer (Eg = 1.58 eV).  Unlike more conventional TMD 

materials, the method of deducing the number of atomic layers in a crystal based on the 

shifting bandgap measured in photoluminescence spectra is impossible with ReS2. Thus, 

a combination of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), PhotoLuminescence (PL) and 

Raman spectroscopy were used to characterize the flakes and determine the number of 

atomic layers in constructed devices. 

5.4.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 

AFM measurements of the exfoliated crystals were conducted after ultra-high 

vacuum annealing of the flakes to remove any residual tape residues.  High quality flakes 

were used to fabricate transistors and were again characterized after the deposition of Cr / 

Au contacts and subsequent annealing.  Atomic force microscopy images were taken with 
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a Veeco Nanoscope 5 in tapping mode. Figure 5.05 shows an AFM image of a ReS2 FET 

after Cr / Au deposition and before annealing.  Since monolayer ReS2 is approximately 

0.7 nm thick48,52 and the sample shown is 1.4 nm thick, we estimate this ReS2 FET 

channel to be 2 layers thick.  We note that the accurate determination of layer number as 

sample thickness increases becomes more prone to error.  Given a general noise level of 

5-10% during AFM measurements of ReS2 thin films, a .7 nm data fluctuation can 

indicate the incorrect number of layers.  For this reason only samples with 2 to 7 atomic 

layers were fabricated in this chapter. 

 

Figure 5.05   AFM image of a ReS2 FET after contact deposition but before secondary 
annealing and depositing the Al2O3 dielectric and Ni top-gate. 

5.4.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

As discussed previously, PL spectra cannot be used to accurately determine the 

number of atomic layers in an exfoliated ReS2 crystal other than a monolayer.  To 

illustrate this, Figure 5.06 displays PL measurements on bulk, few-layer, and monolayer 

unprocessed ReS2 flakes showing the intensity of the PL peak (a.u) vs. the collected 
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energy (eV).  The bulk and 4-5 layer data show a PL intensity peak at 1.50 eV, and a 

monolayer PL intensity peak at 1.58 eV is observed.  These intensity peaks are consistent 

with previous ReS2 studies48,52 and are attributed to the layer-number-independent direct 

bandgap in ReS2. Recent studies have shown that the optical bandgap probed via PL 

measurements of few-layer TMDs can be substantially different from their electrical 

bandgap.53  This difference occurs because the lowest exciton binding energy is smaller 

than the electrical bandgap of the material. It is unknown if this holds true with few-layer 

ReS2 as the only reported exciton binding energies for this material are 1.55 and 1.58 eV 

measured in a bulk crystal.54  

 

Figure 5.06  PhotoLuminescence measurements of unprocessed ReS2 bulk, few-layer and 
monolayer flakes.  The direct bandgap shift is observed as flake is scaled 
from multiple layers to monolayer form. 

5.4.3 Raman Spectroscopy  

Unlike graphene, the Raman spectra of TMDs do not give an easily identifiable 

signature that can be associated with a specific layer number.  Recently, it has been 
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shown that Raman spectroscopy can be used to determine the number of layers in an 

ReS2 sample,55 but the indicative peak shifts of the 134 cm-1 and 142 cm-1 associated with 

increasing thickness are less than one wavenumber as the thickness scales upwards and 

pushes the limits of in house spectroscopy capabilities.  Figure 5.07 displays the Raman 

spectrum of unprocessed ReS2 flakes with different thicknesses. The peaks at 211 cm-1, 

164 cm-1, and 315 cm-1 can be attributed to the out-of-plane (A1g), and in-plane (E2g, E1g) 

vibrational modes of ReS2, and are consistent with previous few-layer ReS2 

measurements.48  

 

Figure 5.07   Raman spectroscopy measurements of monolayer, multilayer, and bulk ReS2 

flakes. Noted are the major in-plane (E1g and E2g) and out of plane (A1g) 
modes. 
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5.5 CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ORIENTATION 

It has been shown that polarized Raman spectroscopy can be used to determine 

the crystallographic orientation of many two dimensional crystal structures.56  An 

incident energy source will excite different vibrational modes of the crystal structure at 

intensities proportional to the relative orientation between the excited crystal mode and 

the incident excitation polarization.  The fluctuation of the Raman intensity is maximized 

when the incident polarization is aligned with specific crystal modes that often represent 

a major crystal axis.   

5.5.1 Experimental Procedure 

To begin, we find an exfoliated crystal with a long straight edge to be used for 

reference orientation were isolated. These straight edges are generally accepted as major 

crystallographic axes that are preferentially cleaved during micromechanical exfoliation 

and represent the b axis of the crystal.  Place the sample in the Raman spectrometer and 

rotate the sample to where the long edge is aligned with the camera’s x or y axis. The 

polarization of the green laser is in the x direction while the polarization of the blue laser 

is in the y direction.   

We then install the appropriate optics stem and rotatable half wave plate in the 

beam path after the bottom right steering mirror and before the beam expander optics as 

seen in Figure 5.08.  Half-wave plates rotate the orientation of a linearly polarized laser 

by two times the plate’s angular orientation relative to the incident beam, e.g. 10° plate 

rotation yields 20° after optics polarization rotation.  Note that this is the most error prone 

portion of the measurement, higher quality data could be obtained by creating a sturdy 

insert for the wave plate to be placed in the beam path outside of the Raman housing.   If 

needed, ensure the starting rotational orientation of the laser on sample by removing a 

microscope objective and testing laser orientation with a linear polarizer.   
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Figure 5.08   The Raman beam path with the half-wave plate installed.   

Take measurements as the half-wave plate is rotated in 5° increments ensuring 

that every measurement uses the same parameters.  In general, long exposures of very 

low power are desired for these experiments (≤ 1 mW): when using higher power the 

incident laser can induces sample heating causing increased lattice vibrations yielding 

erroneous data until the heat dissipates.  The half-wave plate is maintained as normal to 

the beam path as possible, small aberrations in orthogonality can cause significant 

changes in peak intensity due to the slight reflectivity of the wave plate.   Continue 

rotating the half-wave plate and taking measurements until 180° of rotation is covered 

with the half-wave plate, yielding a full angular orientation map. The results obtained 

below used 100 s exposures at .01 % laser power. 

5.5.2 Crystal Orientation 

To determine the orientation of the crystal structure in ReS2 we examined the 

intensity change of the Raman modes as a function of incident polarization.  Figure 5.09 
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shows Raman spectrum signal evolution as a function of incident beam polarization from 

0° to 360° in 20° increments. 
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Figure 5.09  Raman spectra of ReS2 crystal as the incident polarization is rotated from 0° 
to 360°. The prominent E1g (312 cm-1), E2g (162 cm-1), and A1g (213 cm-1) 
modes are highlighted. 

The major Raman modes changed in intensity as a function of incident 

polarization.  To further explore this Figure 5.10 shows the intensity of the in-plane E1g 

and E2g Raman modes as a function of incident radiation polarization.  The relative 

orientation of the laser polarization compared to the straight edge (i.e. b axis) is given by 

the equivalent polar position and the measured Raman intensity is given by the radial 

distance on the plot.  The small inset shows the E1g and E2g vibrational modes in the 

crystal lattice of ReS2 with Rhenium atoms being red, Sulfur being yellow, and vibrations 

denoted by a red arrow. The two plots show a maximum when the incident polarized 

radiation is 30° rotated from the cleaved edge, i.e. b axis and parallel, to the in plane 

vibrational modes.  It is unknown why the E2g and E1g modes are offset from one another 

by 60°. 
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Figure 5.10   Polar plots of the intensity of the in-plane E1g and E2g Raman modes of 
ReS2 as a function of incident laser polarization. Inset shows the vibrational 
mode in the crystal structure and an optical micrograph of the flake with the 
corresponding straight edge (b axis) highlighted. 

Additionally, we examined the out of plane A1g Raman mode which consists of 

Re – S – Re vibrations that are parallel to the projection of the b – axis onto the crystal 
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plane.  In Figure 5.11 the relative angular orientation from the straight edge, i.e. b axis, is 

given as the polar coordinate with the intensity being given as the radial distance.  The 

small inset shows the A1g vibrational mode in the crystal lattice of ReS2 similar to the 

inset of Figure 5.11. This graph shows a maximum at 0°, or parallel to the cleaved edge, 

and is indicative of the b axis in the ReS2 crystal lattice.   

Figure 5.11   Polar plots of the intensity of the out of plane A1g Raman modes of ReS2 as 
a function of incident laser polarization. Inset shows the vibrational mode in 
the crystal structure and an optical micrograph of the flake with the 
corresponding straight edge (b axis) highlighted. 

5.6 DEVICE FABRICATION 

We mechanically exfoliated synthetic ReS2 crystals onto a heavily n+ doped 

silicon wafer with 285 nm of thermally grown SiO2.  285 nm of SiO2 gives the optical 

contrast necessary to distinguish between flakes of varying thicknesses, with few layer 

flakes being burgundy in color. To remove the residual tape adhesive from the flakes 

after exfoliation, the samples were annealed at 275 °C for 8 hours in an Ultra High 
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Vacuum (UHV) annealing chamber at 2 ∙ 10-9 Torr and imaged via AFM to check for 

crystal quality and thickness. Samples were then spin coated with 4% A4 PMMA from 

Michrochem at 4500 rpm for 45 s and subsequently baked at 180 °C to solidify the 

PMMA.  Electron beam lithography (EBL) is performed to fashion source and drain 

contact areas. When channel definition is needed, 45 s of 75 W oxygen plasma with O2 

flowing at 18 sccm etched samples of < 10 atomic layers.   Metal contacts were deposited 

with the physical vapor deposition of 10 nm of Cr followed by 40 nm of Au at 5∙10-5 

Torr. Devices were again annealed in the UHV chamber at 350 °C for 8 hours to remove 

residual PMMA.  

Subsequently, 27 nm of Al2O3 was deposited on top of our devices using physical 

vapor deposition (PVD).  Note that the dielectric quality of PVD Al2O3 is poor and the 

yield of a working top-gate dielectric is low even at high dielectric thicknesses.  

Additionally, the PVD system is not well calibrated for Al2O3 and bare silicon samples 

were run in parallel to verify alumina deposition thickness via ellipsometry or AFM step 

height measurements. A similar processes as above is used to define and deposit 50 nm of 

nickel to serve as the top-gate electrode.      

5.7 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Below we examine the electrical characteristics of these devices.  All 

measurements were taken in one of two Lakeshore Cryonics Probestations at < 6 ∙ 10-5 

Torr.  Measurements were controlled via LabView .vi’s controlling an Agilent 4156 or 

Agilent B1500 parameter analyzer.  Where stated, the samples were cooled to 77 K using 

liquid nitrogen in the above probe stations and measured in increments as they were 

returned to room temperature.  While vacuum measurements were helpful in desorbing 

contaminants, we have empirically discovered that ReS2 performance degrades with 
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prolonged exposure to air similar to other TMD materials. Finally, all measurements were 

performed in the dark at either 300 K or 77 K as ReS2 has been shown to be photoactive. 

5.7.1 Back-gated Devices 

We provide an initial assessment of ReS2 FETs by extracting the device Ion/Ioff, 

subthreshold swing, metal/semiconductor contact resistance, and carrier mobility   The 

source contact (Vs) was grounded and the drain contact (Vd) was biased while using the 

Si substrate as the back-gate (Vbg) electrode.  Figure 5.12 through Figure 5.14  shows the 

transfer and output characteristics of one device (L=7 µm, W=1.4 µm, H=3 nm) at room 

temperature (300 K) and low temperature (77 K) before the addition of a top-gate 

electrode. Devices of various geometries were fabricated all showing similar metrics.   

Figure 5.12 shows drain current (Id) normalized by the channel width as a 

function of Vd for different positive Vbg values at 300 K.  Similar Id-Vd results were 

obtained at different Vbg with switched source and drain contacts, indicating symmetric 

contacts.  The Id-Vd data reveals that ReS2 exhibits n-type behavior with increasing 

conductance as Vbg increases. At room temperature, the Cr contacts appear to be forming 

Ohmic contacts with the ReS2 flakes given by the linear Id-Vd relationship and symmetric 

Id measurements when source and drain contacts are switched.   
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Figure 5.12 Id-Vd output characteristics for different Vbg at room temperature (300 K).  
Similar drain currents with source and drain contacts reversed (solid and 
open) and linear Id-Vd relationship at 300 K suggest symmetric S/D 
contacts. 

Figure 5.13 shows drain current (Id) normalized by the channel width as a 

function of Vd for different positive Vbg values when cooled to 77K. The Id-Vd 

dependenc, becomes slightly superlinear indicating the Schottky nature of the metal/ReS2 

interface as is typical with metal contacts to TMD materials reported in literature. 

Thermal excitation at room temperature allows the electrons to more readily overcome 

the Schottky barrier that results in an apparent Ohmic contact.   
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Figure 5.13  Id-Vd characteristics at low temperature (77 K). The slightly superlinear Id-
Vd relationship at 77 K may indicate that the S/D contacts actually have a 
small Schottky barrier. 

Figure 5.14 shows Id as a function of Vbg with Vd = 1 V for a device at 300 K and 

77 K to illuminate the differences in transfer characteristics of the same device at 

different temperatures. There is a positive shift in the threshold voltage (Vth) as 

temperature decreases from 300 K to 77 K.  This shift is expected as the channel carrier 

concentration decreases with temperature causing the semiconducting channel to become 

less doped. Also the shift may be due to increase in the bandgap, and corresponding shifts 

in the flatband voltage, as in other semiconductors. Moreover, at 77 K, the electrons have 

less energy to overcome the Schottky barrier at the source contact, which reduces the 

thermionic component of the current and Vth increases. Additionally we extract the 

subthreshold swing (S) and Ion/Ioff ratio from the Id-Vbg data in Figure 5.14. By taking the 

inverse of the slope in the subthreshold region, we calculate S = 1.2 V/decade in our 
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back-gated devices and Ion/Ioff = 105.  These values are characteristic of TMD devices,57 

and larger than the required Ion/Ioff = 104 for CMOS logic devices.34  

 

 

Figure 5.14  Id-Vbg with Vd at 1 V at 300 K and 77 K.  Shift in Vth due to reduced carrier 
concentrations or Schottky barrier wideningat low temperature.  High Ion/Ioff 
is result of high bandgap (Eg = 1.5 eV). 

When comparing the Id-Vd data of different devices at 77 K, we observed a slight 

variation in the superlinear behavior of the drain current demonstrating the variability the 

Schottky barriers formed at the TMD/metal interface.  While Fermi level pinning58 close 

to the conduction band edge of ReS2 results in n-type behavior, the exact energy at which 

this pinning occurs varies from device to device, yielding differing degrees of superlinear 

Id-Vd relationships across the devices at 77 K.  Additionally, we fabricated devices with 

Ti/Au contacts and observed Schottky behavior at 300 K despite Ti having a lower work 

function than Cr, indicating that the Ti may be oxidizing, forming a tunnel barrier,59 and 

causing poor electrical contact at the interface.  
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5.7.2 Transfer Length Method Measurements 

To further explore the contact resistance (Rc) in our devices, we use the Transfer 

Length Method (TLM) to quantify the Rc between the Cr contacts and ReS2, and the 

sheet resistance of the ReS2 channel.  Using an exfoliated ReS2 flake with uniform 

thickness and width, we created different channel lengths using a set of contacts placed at 

different spacings along the flake.  Measuring the Id-Vbg relationship at low Vd values, the 

total resistance (RT) of different channel lengths at different Vbg values can be calculated 

using Vd, Id, and Ohm’s law.  The following TLM equation gives a relationship between 

RT and Rc:  

 

(1) nO = <Bo ∙ pY + 2nq 

 

Here, ρsh is the sheet resistance of the channel, L is the channel length, W is the 

channel width, and Rc is the contact resistance. Rc includes the resistance at the 

source/drain-ReS2 interface, and the resistance of the ReS2 under the contact.60,61  Figure 

5.15 shows RT vs. L at different Vbg values ranging from -20 V to 70 V in 10 V 

increments and the linear regression line of best fit for each set of Vbg.  The slope of the 

line is ρsh / W and the y-axis intercept is 2 Rc.  The slope decreases with increasing Vbg as 

expected for an n-type FET as the ρsh decreases as the channel has more electrons and 

becomes more conductive.   
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Figure 5.15  Channel length (L) vs. total resistance (RT) data at different back gate 
voltages with trend lines used to determine the sheet and contact resistances.   

Figure 5.16 shows Rc vs. Vbg.  The Rc value is approximately 175 kΩ∙μm at Vbg of 

-20 V and decreases to 5 kΩ∙μm at Vbg of 70 V, and shows a strong dependence on Vbg, 

consistent with the presence of a Schottky barrier at the Cr-ReS2 interface.  Similar Rc 

values have been reported in MoSe2 FETs. Future studies may explore various doping 

schemes or metal contacts for reducing Rc.  
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Figure 5.16   Contact resistance (Rc) vs. back gate voltage (Vbg). The exponential decrease 
in contact resistance as Vbg increases indicates Schottky contacts. 

The measurement of the Schottky barrier at the metal/TMD interface has been 

shown to vary, depending on the methods and materials used.  In the case of MoS2, Das 

et. al
58

. extracted the Schottky barrier height of Ti to be 50 meV using thermionic 

emission theory, while Kwak et. al
62

.
 found the height to be 400 meV using thermionic 

field emission theory. McDonnell et. al
63

. 
 suggested that this difference stems from the 

density of the point defects in the MoS2 channel, which can cause variable Fermi level 

pinning up to 400 meV and an apparent lowering of the Schottky barrier.  While the  

Schottky barrier height at the metal-TMD interface remains an important topic to be 

addressed, we note that the intrinsic mobility values discussed below are not affected by 

the presence or magnitude of the Schottky barrier height at the metal-ReS2 interface. 

A natural extension at this point is to calculate the intrinsic ReS2 mobility (µ i) 

using the ρsh values extracted from Eq. (1) and:  

 

(2) <Bo = �
qef∙�rstWruv
∙wx
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In Eq. (2) Cox = 12 nF/cm2 is the capacitance per unit area of the 285 nm thick 

SiO2 gate dielectric, and Vth is the threshold voltage corresponding to the onset of 

electrons populating the channel.  Figure 5.17 shows ρsh as a function of Vbg
-1 for the 

TLM structure.  The linear dependence of ρsh on Vbg
-1 allows us to extract a μi of 8.4 

cm2V-1s-1.  To confirm this mobility value, four-point probe conductance measurements 

were conducted as a function of Vbg. These four-point probe, gate-dependent 

measurements on the TLM structure yielded mobility values ranging from 8.1 to 8.7 

cm2V-1s-1.  

 

Figure 5.17  Sheet resistance (ρsh) vs. inverse back-gate voltage (Vbg
-1).  The fit is used to 

determine the intrinsic carrier mobility. 

 It is interesting to study the difference in μi and the field effect mobility (μe). To 

determine μe we measured Id as a function of Vbg in the linear regime and used the 

equation: 
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(3) Dy = z{|
}rst

∙ p
Y ∙ �

qefr|
 

 

where L and W are the channel length and width, respectively. Note that this 

method assumes that the source/drain resistances are small compared the channel 

resistance. The TLM measurements revealed the variation in μe in the presence of 

Schottky contacts.  At room temperature and across all variations of adjacent probe 

combinations μe ranges from 0.5 to 11.6 cm2V-1s-1 and values were dependent on the bias 

magnitude, and orientation of the source and drain contacts during electrical 

measurement.  The highest intrinsic mobility found in the set of fabricated transistors was 

12 cm2V-1s-1 at 300 K which increased to 26 cm2V-1s-1 at 77 K; however, most of our 

devices were in the 1 to 10 cm2V-1s-1 range at 300 K, which is typical of back-gated TMD 

FETs.64 

5.7.3 Dual-Gated Devices 

We used Al2O3 as a high-k dielectric to fabricate dual-gated ReS2 devices.  The 

transfer and output characteristics probed in one dual-gated FET (L=3.6 µm, W=1 µm, 

H=3 nm) are displayed in Figure 5. After the deposition of the high-k dielectric the 

hysteresis in the Id – Vbg characteristics increased from 0.8 V to 1.4 V suggesting an 

increase in carrier trapping originating in the deposited Al2O3. After top gate stack 

deposition we achieved current saturation, which is required for most circuits. Figure 

5.18 shows the Id-Vd characteristics of the transistor at various Vbg values before, and 

after top-gate deposition.  The data acquired after top gate deposition are measured at Vtg 

= 0 V. Current saturation was not observed in any back-gated ReS2 FETs, with or without 

top dielectric. 
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Figure 5.18 Output characteristics. Id-Vd data for different Vbg before (open) and after 
(solid) deposition of Al2O3 and top-gate.  Current saturation is observed 
after top-gate deposition. 

Figure 5.19 shows Id-Vtg with Vbg set to 0 V, 30 V, and 50 V, which causes a shift 

in Vth and increase in Ion/Ioff from 104 to 105 with Vbg at 0 V and 50 V, respectively.  

Additionally, the hysteresis in the Id-Vtg data increases from 0.21 V at Vbg = 0 V, to 0.42 

V at Vbg = 50 V .  Better performance at higher Vbg results from decreasing the contact 

resistance in the Schottky contacts, as discussed previously. The μe of this top-gated FET 

derived from Id-Vtg data probed at Vbg = 50 V is found to be 1.2 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1, similar to the 

back-gated mobility measurement for this device. 
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Figure 5.19  Id-Vtg with Vd at 1 V and Vbg= 0 V, 30 V, and 50 V.  Id-Vtg data 
demonstrates good channel conductance modulation using a nickel top gate.  
A negative shift in Vth is observed as Vbg increases due to thinning of the 
S/D Schottky barrier and an increase in channel carrier concentration. 

The observation of current saturation after the formation of the top-gate can be 

explained using the “pinch off” mechanism in the FET model.65 This is indicated in 

Figure 5.20 which shows saturation of Id vs. Vd with Vbg at 0 V and 50 V, and Vtg at 0 V, 

0.5 V, and 1 V.  The top-gate dielectric yields better electrostatic control over the ReS2 

channel resulting in a lower Vth value, roughly 500 mV with Vbg at 50 V.  Thus, lower Vd 

values will satisfy Vd > Vtg - Vt, the condition which controls the FET current saturation 

regime.  Furthermore, our top gate does not overlap the source/drain Schottky contacts, 

unlike the bottom gate which overlaps both contacts, and modulating Vtg is not expected 

to affect the drain and source Schottky barriers.  Increasing Vbg from 0 V to 50 V 

effectively “thins down” both the drain and source Schottky barriers to a greater extent, 

increasing saturation currents.  Also it may be noted that current saturation occurs when 

Rc is low (Vbg = 50 V) and high (Vbg = 0 V), indicating that the effect is not a result of 

large contact resistances, as has been attributed for short channel saturation in MoS2 
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FETs. This analysis is confirmed by the quadratic dependence of the current saturation 

(Idsat) on gate voltage (Vg), as per the long channel current saturation equation:65 Idsat ~ 

(Vg – Vth)
2. Finally, the estimated transconductance (gm) at Vd = 1 V and output 

conductance (gd) at Vtg = 1 V from Fig 5(c) with Vbg = 50 V are 190 nS and 15 nS, 

respectively. Since gm/gd = 13, these devices show voltage gain, which is critical for 

circuits.   

 

 

Figure 5.20  Id-Vd data with Vbg at 0 V (open) and Vbg at 50 V (line) while varying the 
top gate bias, demonstrating current saturation. 

5.7.4 ReS2 Inverters 

We constructed an NMOS voltage inverter by creating two dual-gated transistors 

on a single ReS2 flake using methods described previously. The schematic is shown in 

the inset of Figure 5.21. During operation, the input voltage is applied to the drive FET 

while the load FET operates to pull the output signal to Vd. For low / negative input 

voltage the drive FET is off and Vout is set to Vd. For high / positive input voltage the 

drive FET is on and Vout is set to ground. When designing the inverter we increased the 
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ratio of load length to drive length to minimize drive resistance and increase load 

resistance. The top-gate oxide thickness was also minimized to give greater electrostatic 

control of the channel. The device design allowed for independent measurement of the 

output characteristics of the drive (load) transistor: μe of 18.5 (4.1) cm2 V-1s -1, S of 90 

(170) mV / decade, and Ion / Ioff of 108 (106 ). Figure 5.21 gives Vout as a function of Vin 

with VDD at 10 V. This shows that the inverter was functional with an inversion of input 

to output signal from low to high and vice-versa. Figure 5.21 also gives the voltage gain 

(∂Vout/∂Vin) as a function of Vin and has a maximum at 1.6 at Vin = 2 V. Having a voltage 

gain > 1 is important for digital circuits and indicates signal amplification is achievable. 

 

 

Figure 5.21  (left) Vout as a function of Vin showing inversion of the input signal. (right) 
Voltage gain as a function of Vin with a peak value of 1.6.  

5.8 CONCLUSIONS 

Here, we have demonstrated FET behavior in high quality crystals of the TMD 

material ReS2.  We measured the transfer and output characteristics, carrier mobility, 

Ion/Ioff, and metal/semiconductor contact resistance.  We demonstrated current saturation 
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and voltage gain in these n-channel FETs with a high-k dielectric and top-gate, which is 

important for most circuits.  The n-type FET behavior could complement recently 

reported ReSe2 FETs exhibiting p-type conduction with Cr contacts.66 We fabricated a 

logic gate that successfully intverted and showed voltage gain.  ReS2 shows great 

potential as a channel material for an ITFET structure with it’s high carrier mobility and 

direct bandgap at various thicknesses.  The creation of a vertical tunneling structure will 

be left for future research endeavors. 
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Chapter 6: Current Saturation in High Quality ReSe2 Thin Film 

Transistors 

To conclude we will continue our journey into esoteric TMD materials as a 

potential channel material for the ITFET. In this chapter we investigate Rhenium 

DiSelenide (ReSe2), the other TMD with a layer independent direct bandgap ideal for 

efficient momentum conserved band to band tunneling.  Again, while we do not create a 

vertical heterostructure, we investigate ReSw2’s crystal structure, composition, and 

electrical characteristics to explore its suitability for an advanced logic structure. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Recently, transition metal dichalcogenides67 (TMDs) are being extensively 

studied due to their unique electronic and optical properties, which could be potential 

pathways for beyond- CMOS devices.44,68. A majority of studies have been conducted on 

group VI TMDs such as MoS2,
57

 WS2,
69 MoSe2

49 etc. with particular focus in their 

transition from indirect to direct band gap as the number of layers decreases.45    

However, group VII TMDs such as ReS2
70 and ReSe2

66 have begun to yield interesting 

results with their unique band structures, intriguing Raman spectrum,48,71 photoactivity,72 

and anisotropic conduction.73    Unfortunately, and as with many other TMDs, device 

contact resistance (Rc) remains a complex problem in these materials, and achieving high 

conduction in ReSe2 transistors in the absence of light66or extensive strain engineering74 

has been difficult.  Below we present a method of improving contact resistance by up to 

three orders of magnitude, and the observation of current saturation in ReSe2 field effect 

transistors (FETs). 
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6.2 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

The Rhenium group TMDs are unique among its counterparts in that their crystal 

structure is not hexagonal.  Similarly to ReS2, there is an extra valence electron in the Re 

atoms that causes ReSe2 to take a distorted 1T crystal structure.  This leads to an 

increased amount of decoupling between layers which causes robust vibrational 

properties.  Figure 6.01 shows the crystal structure of ReS2.  The green line denotes the b 

axis which is parallel to chains of Re – Re bonds that are stronger than their Re – Se 

counterparts and are the preferential axis for cleaving during micromechanical 

exfoliation.   

 

Figure 6.01  Crystal structure of ReSe2.
71 The top image is a planar view while the 

bottom image is a cross-sectional view.  The green line indicates the b axis, 
blue circles indicate Rhenium atoms, and yellow circles indicate Selenium 
atoms, red lines represent the Pierls distortion. 

6.2.1 X – Ray diffraction Spectroscopy 

To begin we analyze the crystal structure of the ReSe2 crystals using X-ray 

diffraction (XRD). Figure 6.02 gives the XRD spectrum taken of ReSe2 crystals before 

Rhenium 

Selenide 
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micromechanical exfoliation.  The sample was imparted with monochromatic Cu Kα 

radiation with λ = 0.15418 nm x-rays in a Philips X’Pert – MPD tool. The figure shows 

the spectra of a 2θ scan with collection angle (2θ) vs. the number of collected reflections 

from the sample.  The peaks at 47.7°, 57.8°, and 70.2° are associated with the silicon 

substrate and aluminum sample chuck.  The peaks at 9.6°, 37.4°,66.3°, and 97.6° are 

representative of the 001, 002, 003, and 004 planes in ReSe2, respectively.   Using these 

major peaks we find the expected triclinic structure in space group P-1 with the lattice 

parameters: a – 6.713 Å, b – 6.623 Å, c – 6.74 Å, α – 104.59˚, β – 92.28˚, γ – 118.79˚, 

similar to reported values.75 

 

Figure 6.02  XRD Spectrum of ReSe2 crystals. 
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6.3 MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION 

Our study uses commercially available ReSe2 crystals (HQ Graphene Inc.).  In 

light of relatively few studies conducted on ReSe2 compared to other TMDs, we first 

discuss the analytical characterization of the ReSe2 crystals.   

6.3.1 X – Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Figure 6.03 gives a portion of the XPS spectrum taken of the ReS32 crystals near 

the characteristic Re 4f peaks.  The figure shows the RSF corrected binding energy of the 

electrons (eV) vs. number of electrons collected (arb. units). There are two distinct peaks 

at 41.4 eV and 43.85 eV representing the Re 4f 5/2 and Re 4f 7/2 states.  
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Figure 6.03  XPS spectrum of ReSe2 crystals showing the Re 4f peaks.   

Similarly, Figure 6.04 gives the portion of the XPS spectra of the ReSe2 crystals 

centered near the characteristic Se 3d peaks.  The figure shows the RSF corrected number 

of electrons vs. the binding energy of the electrons. The figure shows a clearly resolved 

Se 3d 3/2 peak at 54.56 eV with the Se 3d 1/2 peak at 55.44 eV determined via curve-
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fitting. Compositional analyses of these peaks show the crystal to contain 34 atomic 

percent Re and 66 atomic percent Se. 

Figure 6.04  XPS spectrum of ReSe2 crystals centered around the Se 3d peaks.   

6.3.2 Energy Dispersive X – Ray Spectroscopy 

Figure 6.05 shows the EDS spectrum of the ReSe2 crystals showing the X-ray 

intensity detected as a function of the energy of the emitted X-rays from the crystal.  The 

two major peaks detected at 1.85 keV and 1.40  keV are associated with Re (Mα) and Se 

(Lα).  Compositional analysis of the EDS and XPS spectra yields 34 atomic percent Re 

and 66 atomic percent of Se, confirming the stoichiometric composition of the starting 

ReSe2 crystal.   
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Figure 6.05  EDS spectrum of the ReSe2 crystals. 

6.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy 

The Raman spectrum of ReSe2 is more complex than many two dimensional 

materials due to the increased layer decoupling induced by the extra valence electrons of 

Re atoms in the crystal structure. Thus, and similarly to ReS2,
55 obtaining the number of 

layers in an ReSe2 sample using the peak positions in Raman spectroscopy is difficult due 

to the minimal shifts in vibrational modes dependent on layer number.76 Figure 6.06 

displays the Raman spectrum of unprocessed ReSe2 flakes highlighting the in-plane E1g 

(125 cm-1), and out of plane A1g (160 cm-1) and A2g (176 cm-1) modes. Figure 6.07 shows 

examples of these vibrational modes.  
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Figure 6.06  Raman spectrum of few – layer ReSe2 crystals compared to bulk.  

 

Figure 6.07  Major vibrational modes of the ReSe2 crystal.76  Yellow atoms are Se, blue 
atoms are Re, and red arrows represent vibrations. 

6.3.4 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Unlike ReS2 and similar to many other TMDs, ReSe2’s bandgap is dependent on 

the number of layers and allows PL to deduce the number of layers in a sample.76   Figure 

6.08 displays PL measurements on bulk, 5 layer, and 3 layer unprocessed ReSe2 samples 
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showing the intensity of the PL peak vs. the collected energy.  The bulk data gives a PL 

intensity at 1.25 eV, the 5 – layer at 1.27 eV and the 3 layer at 1.29 eV consistent with 

previously reported values.76 AFM measurements were conducted on each sample to 

confirm the layer number of these devices after PL measurements using the 

approximation of 0.7 nm / layer reported in literature.66   

 

Figure 6.08  PL spectrum of 3-layer, 5-layer, and bulk ReSe2. 

6.3 DEVICE FABRICATION 

To continue, we follow the procedure outlined in 2.3.1 to fabricate devices using 

few-layer ReSe2.  We mechanically exfoliated4 synthetic ReSe2 crystals, commercially 

available from HQ Graphene, onto heavily doped silicon substrates with 291 nm 

thermally grown SiO2.  291 nm of SiO2 yields optical contrast necessary to distinguish 

between flakes of varying thickness with few layer flakes being burgundy in color.  To 

remove tape adhesive residues after efoliation, the samples were annealed at 285 °C for 8 
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hours in an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) annealing chamber at 1.5 ∙ 10-9 Torr. 

Subsequently, samples were spin coated with 6% A4 PMMA from Michrochem at 4500 

rpm for 60 s and cured at 180 °C to solidify the PMMA.  Electron beam lithography 

(EBL) was used to fashion source and drain contact areas.  When channel definition was 

needed on irregularly shaped flakes, 45 s of 75 W O2 plasma flowing at 18 sccm etched 

areas of < 10 atomic layers. Metal contacts were deposited with e-beam evaporated 10 

nm / 40 nm Cr / Au stacks at 10-5 Torr. Devices were again annealed in the UHV 

chamber at 300 °C for 2 hours to remove residual PMMA and improve device contacts.  

Ramp rates of 150 °C / hour were used to improve Cr / Au Rc. Higher ramp rates 

degraded conduction and are hypothesized to have caused detrimental thermal stress 

between the ReSe2 and Cr / Au contacts or increased contact metal diffusion depth 

yielding density of states limited injection.   

6.4 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Below we examine the electrical characteristics of these devices.  All 

measurements were taken in a Lakeshore Cryonics Probestations at < 6 ∙ 10-5 Torr.  

Measurements were controlled via LabView .vi’s controlling an Agilent 4156.  Where 

stated, the samples were cooled to 77 K using liquid nitrogen in the above probe station 

and measured in increments as they were returned to room temperature.  While vacuum 

measurements were helpful in desorbing contaminants, we have empirically discovered 

that ReSe2 performance degrades with prolonged exposure to air similar to other TMD 

materials. Finally, all measurements were performed in the dark at 300 K as ReSe2 has 

been shown to be photoactive. 
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6.4.1 Back – gated Devices 

6.4.1.1 Effects of UHV Annealing 

The devices were electrically tested in the absence of light before and after UHV 

annealing, and showed marked improvement in conduction after the UHV anneal.  Figure 

6.09 shows the drain current (Id) as a function of drain voltage (Vd) at a back gate voltage 

(Vbg) of 40 V before and after annealing at 300 °C for 2 hours for three different contact 

metals.  A majority of devices showed lower current values when probed immediately 

after contact deposition, and before UHV annealing.  This result was similar for two 

separate Au sources and several metal contacts explored (Pd, Ni, Cr / Pt).  After UHV 

annealing, the device ON currents improved by a factor of 102 – 103 giving an average Rc 

improvement from 65 ± 20  kΩ∙cm to 750 ± 100  Ω∙cm across 10 devices with Cr / Au 

contacts using (Vbg - Vth) = 25 V for each device.  Additionally, we observed a threshold 

voltage (Vth) shift of 10 ± 5 V towards 0 V after annealing, suggesting resist and other 

process residues were being desorbed from the surface.77 Much like other TMDs, it is 

unlikely that the 2 – 3 decade improvement in ON current after annealing can be solely 

produced by effects stemming from residue removal.78 Instead, we attribute the increase 

in ON current to a decrease in Rc caused by improvement in charge carrier injection at 

metal / ReSe2 interfaces, similar to other TMD FETs.69   
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Figure 6.09  Id-Vd data with Vbg at 40 V for a variety of metals before and after UHV 
annealing. 

6.4.1.2 Low temperature measurements 

We also examined the output characteristics of our devices at 77 K and 295 K.  

Figure 6.10 shows Id as a function of Vbg with Vd = 1 V for a 5 – layer ReSe2 device at 

different temperatures.  Conduction increases as Vbg decreases indicating n-type 

behavior.  There is an increase in threshold voltage (Vth) as the temperature decreases 

from 295 K to 77 K.  As the carrier concentration in the channel decreases with 

temperature, the channel becomes less doped yielding a positive shift in Vth.
79  

Additionally, at low temperatures, carriers have less energy to overcome Schottky 

barriers at metal / channel interfaces which can reduce the thermionic component of 

current and cause an increase in “effective”  Vth.  We extract the field-effect mobility (µ), 

subthreshold swing (S), and Ion/Ioff ratio from the Id-Vbg data in Figure 6.10. With low Rc 

we can use the field effect mobility approximation and find an average µ of 6.7 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-

1 at 300 K and 10.5 cm2
∙V-1
∙s-1 at 77 K.70 We take the inverse of the slope in the 
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subthreshold region and calculate a median S = 1.3 V/decade at 300 K and S = 1.1 

V/decade at 77K. In both temperature regimes, Ion/Ioff = 105 for our backgated devices.   

 

Figure 6.10  Id-Vd data with Vbg varied between 0 V and 60 V at 295 K and 77 K. 

6.4.1.3 Current Saturation 

Figure 6.11 shows Id as a function of Vd at different  Vbg values from 0 V to 60 V 

in 10 V increments, with clear current saturation. The current saturation is only observed 

in devices with the lowest Rc. The average transconductance (gm) of devices that showed 

saturation was 100 ± 20 nS with Vd = 1 V.  When observed, the current saturation in 

these devices does not satisfy Vd > Vbg – Vt, indicating it is not caused by FET ‘pinch off’ 

mechanism.79 Additionally, Id does not show a linear dependence on Vbg during current 

saturation, implying that the devices are not operating in the velocity saturation 

regime.79,80  Current saturation stems from carrier injection limitations at the metal / 

ReSe2 interface despite significantly decreased Rc,.
81,82  
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Figure 6.11  Id-Vd data with Vbg varied between 0 V and 60 V demonstrating current 
saturation in a 5 – layer device. 

6.4.1.4 Ambipolar Conduction 

Finally, high levels of ambipolar conduction were observed in devices with Pd 

devices with < 5 atomic layers.  P-type conduction was not observed in devices fabricated 

with any of the other metals used in our studies.  Figure 6.12 gives Id – Vbg data for a 

device with four atomic layers of ReSe2. In the device shown, the hole µ was 5.3 cm2
∙V-

1
∙s-1 and the electron µ was 2.6 cm2

∙V-1
∙s-1 although a slight majority of devices showed 

higher n-type mobility.  Generally, the ambipolar conduction existed before annealing 

and was increased by two to three orders of magnitude after 2 hours of 300 °C thermal 

treatment.  However, p-type conduction was not ubiquitous and was sometimes quenched 

after thermal treatment.  This could do with the number of layers in devices affecting the 

metal / semiconductor transition depth after thermal treatment.  Additionally, there could 
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be preferential hole conduction in the anisotropic crystal similar to ReS2’s electron 

anisotropy.73  

Figure 6.12  Id-Vbg data with Vd varied between 0.25 V and 1.0 V with Pd contacts 
demonstrating ambipolar conduction in a 4-layer device. 

6.5 CONCLUSIONS 

To conclude, we have demonstrated current saturation in ReSe2 transistors for the 

first time. Crystal structure and composition was ascertained to be triclinic P-1with a 

makeup of 64 at. % Se and 34 at. % Re. We also developed a method of increasing drive 

currents and reducing contact resistances up to three orders of magnitude in lightless 

environments via extended UHV annealing of the devices after processing has completed.  

We measured the output characteristics, mobility, Ion/Ioff ratio, and contact resistances in 

high quality ReSe2 crystals and were similar to other TMD materials. Current saturation 

was not uniform across all devices and is likely caused by phonon limited transport and 

velocity saturation. 
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Appendix A: Renishaw inVia Raman Spectrometer 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

This appendix serves as a maintenance and experimentation guide for the 

Renishaw inVia Microscope in the Microelectronics Research Center at the Pickle 

Research Campus.  Within we discuss the basics of Raman spectroscopy, tool 

specifications, contact information, schematics, usage guides, alignment guides, and 

troubleshooting methods.  

A.1.1 Raman Spectroscopy Basics 

The Raman Effect occurs when electromagnetic radiation, in this case a laser, 

impinges on a molecule and interacts with the polarizable electrons and bonds in the 

molecule.  This excites the molecule into an elevated virtual (vibrational) energy state for 

a short period of time.  After that period the excited molecule loses the excess energy and 

returns to the ground state with an inelastically scattered photon.  The difference in 

energy between the excited state and the original state leads to a shift in the emitted 

photon’s frequency away from the excitation wavelength when the excited mode decays 

to the ground state.  This inelastically scattered photon can be lower (Stokes) or higher 

(anti-Stokes) energy than the incoming photon.  Resonant Raman scattering occurs in the 

(more rare) case when the sample is excited in to a vibrational state that is energetically 

equivalent to an electronic state. Inelastic scattering without a difference in state before 

and after excitation is called Rayleigh scattering. Figure A.02 shows how these types of 

emission are reflected in a Raman spectrum. 

This measurement technique should not be confused with fluorescence or 

phosphorescence (i.e photoluminescence).  The key difference is that Raman measures an 
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excited vibrational state stored in dipoles and bonds whereas the excitation and decay in 

fluorescence and phosphorescence measures excitement to electronic energy states.   

 

Figure A.01  Energy diagrams for various adsorption and emission effects.  
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Figure A.02 Different types of Raman emission represented in Raman spectra.  

A.1.2 Advanced Raman Spectroscopy Theory 

This appendix is not intended to give an in depth explanation of Raman theory.  

However, the author recommends the following sources if more in depth learning is 

needed: 

• Introductory Raman Spectroscopy by Ferraro, Nakamoto and Brown 

• Raman Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis by McCreery 

A.2 TOOL SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTACTS 

The following section gives the basic specifications to the Raman tool.  More in 

depth specification guides can be found at the company websites of each part.  
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Additionally, most of the hard copy specification sheets are in a box next to the 

spectrometer.   

A.2.1 Spectrometer  

The spectrometer is a Renishaw inVia Revlex UV / Vis Spectrometer System for 

Raman and PL spectral analysis. 

• Minimum laser spot size of 1um. 

• Confocal capabilities. 

• Kinematic mounted and interchangeable spectral gratings. 1200 l/mm; 

2400 l/mm; 3000 l/mm; 3600 l/mm (UV only). 

• Kinematic mounted and interchangeable optics for use with UV and 

visible laser wavelengths. 

• UV / IR capable CCD. Peltier cooled.  Acquisition range from 200 nm – 

1060 nm. 

• Kinematic mounted and interchangeable polarizer and half wave plate. 

• Internal silicon reference samples. 

• Fully automated 100 nm step size XYZ microscope stage. 

• Contact information  

o Sales – Frank Copertino: 847.970.8932, 

frank.copertino@renishaw.com 

o Technical -  Joe Pichon: joe.pichon@renishaw.com & Peter Dluhy: 

peter.dluhy@renishaw.com 

A.2.2 Microscope 

Specially adapted Leica DM2500M microscope 

• Research grade microscope with an aftermarket custom designed stage. 
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• Custom built Class 3 microscope enclosure to prevent laser illumination of 

the sample to interact with the user and to prevent ambient room light 

affecting data collection. 

• 10x microscope binocular eyepieces. 

• Microscope Objectives 

o N PLAN 5X/0.12, working distance = 14.0 mm 

o N PLAN 20X/0.40, working distance = 1.15 mm 

o N PLAN 50X/0.75, working distance = 0.37 mm 

o N PLAN 100X/0.90, working distance = 0.27 mm 

o LMU 15X NUV/0.32, working distance = 8.5 mm (with RMS 

thread adapter) 

o LMU 40X NUV0.50, working distance = 1 mm (with RMS thread 

adapter) 

A.2.3 Laser Line 2 

532 nm excitation line.  

• Diode laser, 100 mW at output, ≈70 mW at microscope. 

• Plasma line rejection filter for 532 nm. 

• Rayleigh rejection edge filter for 532 nm, kinematically mounted and 

interchangeable.  

• Photoluminescence filter for 532 nm. 

A.2.4 Laser Line 3 

325 nm and 442 nm excitation line 

• He-Cd gas / solid laser.  20 mW UV at output, ≈14 mW UV at sample;  80 

mW vis at output, ≈56 mW at sample. 
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• Plasma line rejection filters for 325 nm, 442 nm, and dual use. 

• Rayleigh rejection edge filter for 442 nm and 325 nm, kinematically 

mounted and interchangeable. 

• Tube source replaced Summer of 2015.  Expect ~ 4500 hours of use. 

• Contact information  

o Sales: Patrick Townsend: 303.704.0401, 

p.townsend@kimmon.com 

o Technical: Same as above 

A.3 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 

A.3.1 Raman spectroscopy capabilities 

The Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer is helpful in determining several 

characteristics of materials commonly used in semiconductor research.  The 

measurements can aid in determination of material composition, sample stress / strain, 

crystal orientation, crystal quality, and amount of material.  The diagrams in Figure A.03 

show the significant indicators in Raman measurements to determine these properties. 

While these properties most commonly manifest with the signatures demonstrated below, 

the measured result is not necessarily (solely) caused by the corresponding property, e.g. 

the change in peak intensity can be a measure of crystal orientation or amount of material 

measured, etc.   
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Figure A.03  Examples of Raman measurement capabilities as reflected in Raman peaks. 

A.3.2 Photoluminescence capabilities 

The photoluminescence capabilities of the Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer 

are helpful in determining several characteristics of materials commonly used in 

semiconductors.  The measurements can aid in determination of energy levels in the 

sample, doping, layer number, crystal orientation, crystal quality, and interface quality.  

The diagrams in Figure A.04 show the most significant indicators in PL measurements to 

determine these properties. As with Raman spectra, it should be noted that while these 

properties most commonly manifest with the signatures demonstrated below, the 

measured result is not necessarily solely caused by the corresponding property.   
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Figure A.04  Examples of PL measurement capabilities as reflected in PL peaks. 

A.4 PICTURES, DIAGRAMS, AND SCHEMATICS 

Figures A.05 and A.06 are a photo and a schematic of the inVia Raman 

microscope with a diagram of the corresponding beam path.  The photos are lettered and 

correspond to the optics discussed in A.4.1. 

A.4.1 Parts of the Spectrometer 

• A: Bottom right steering mirror. General users of the tool should not 

modify the position of this mirror at any point. This is the first mirror 

encountered once the beam enters the housing from the laser tubes.  As 

such, it is very important in the overall alignment of the laser pathway. 

Over time the position of this mirror will drift and slight adjustments will 

be necessary to ensure continued alignment.   
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• B: Beam expander. The beam expander is used to expand the beam 

diameter after it enters the housing.  This can also be used to diagnose 

aberration in the beam alignment.  

• C: Pinhole.  The pinhole is mounted on a pneumatic motor and can be 

inserted and removed from the beam path via commands from the Wire 

software.  The pinhole can be used to help align the beam path. 

• D: Bottom left steering mirror. This mirror can be used by general users 

of the tool. The bottom left steering mirror is utilized to drive the laser 

spot to the center of the crosshairs.  

• E: Line edge optics. These optics are rotated in to place when using line 

mapping and changes the beam spot to a beam line. 

• F: Edge Filters / PL Edge Filters / Polarizer.  All of these optics are 

mounted on a pneumatic wheel and can be controlled via the Wire 

software.  The filter on the bottom left of the wheel is in use.  The 

polarizer is placed on the bottom right position and will polarize the 

collected data of the bottom left filter. Changing the positioning of the 

filters on the wheel necessitates realignment and should not be moved. 

The polarizer is installed after the holographic mirrors in the beam path.   

• G: Internal Si Reference.  The Si reference can be viewed by selecting the 

appropriate options in the wire software.  It will remove the mirror 

sending the beam to the sample and test an internal silicon piece for health 

checks.  It is inaccessible without removing the podule housing. 

• H: Microscope Objectives. The microscope has a variety of objectives that 

can be exchanged and repositioned as needed.  The will occasionally need 

to be cleaned using standard lens cleaning practices. The black objectives 
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are used exclusively for UV operation, the intensity of the blue or green 

laser lines will harm the UV optics. 

• I: Sample Stage.  The stage can be controlled via the software, the 

trackball, or by hand.  Macro level adjustment can be made by using the 

knob on the microscope column behind and below the sample area.    

• J1-J3: Collection Optics.  A set of three lenses used to focus onto the slit, 

the dispersion gratings, and the CCD camera.  These lenses can be 

changed for either UV or Visible laser usage.  Their exchange is covered 

in A.5.4.2.  

• K: Motorized Slit. A set of two knife edges used to create a slit to pass the 

collected light through.   

• L: Dispersion Grating. Gratings used to disperse the Stokes Raman signal 

on to the CCD.  We have the 1200 l/mm, 2400 l/mm, 3000 l/mm, and 

3600 l/mm.  The 3600 l/mm grating is for use in UV measurements only.  

These gratings cannot be ‘mixed and matched,’ i.e., the 1200 l/mm and 

3000 l/mm must remain paired.  Realignment is required for any re-

pairing.  

• M: CCD. This is the location of the collector.  It should not be accessed at 

any time.  It is kept in vacuum to keep the hardware cooled and improve 

signal to noise ratios.   

A.4.2 Picture of the Spectrometer 

The picture below depicts the spectrometer with its housing unlocked and open 

and the protective plate in front of the gratings removed.  The labels here correspond to 
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the descriptions in A.4.1 The middle rack holds the extra gratings, optics, polarizers, and 

general use tools of the spectrometer.   
 

 

Figure A.05  Picture of the spectrometer with optics labels. 

A.4.3 Schematic of the Spectrometer 

The picture below shows a schematic of the beam path and spectrometer.  The 

labels here correspond to the descriptions in A.4.1 and align to the picture in A.05. 
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Figure A.06  Schematic of the beam path with optics labels. 

A.5 TOOL OPERATION 

A.5.1 System Configuration 

The system is a Renishaw Invia Raman Microscope running the Wire 3.4 control 

software.  Currently there are three excitation wavelengths: a green diode laser at 532 nm 

on the second beam line (L2), and a UV-Blue helium cadmium laser exciting at 325 nm 

and 442 nm on the third beam line (L3).  There is a third (and potential fourth) laser line 

available for a later upgrade if required. A red laser line could be added to the system if 

more extensive efforts in to organics and polymers take place at the MER. 

After use the system should always be left in a configuration best suited for 

visible line usage (532 and 442). The system should always be found with the following 

optics installed: 

• 1200 l/mm and 3000 l/mm grating pair on the kinematic mount L. 

• Visible light optics on the mounts J1-J3. 
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• Edge filters for 325 nm, 442 nm, 532 nm lasers mounted on the ring at 

position F. 

• Photoluminescence filter for 532 nm mounted on the ring at position F. 

• Visible light microscope objective of 5x rotated in to path at position H. 

• Stage height manipulated to allow standard silicon piece sampling at 

position I. 

If a user needs the UV optics, UV gratings, polarizers, or other gratings please 

contact a super user for assistance. The super user will install and uninstall the optics as 

required.  When configuring the system for other usages, it is best to leave the system 

configured for the experimenter to take all required data.  The realignment required due 

to optics changing is troublesome and should be minimized. 

A.5.2 System Usage 

All system usage must be marked in the log book, failure to comply will result in 

revocation of lab access. See below for a replacement page. 

A.5.2.1 Training 

Training and checkout procedures follow the same structure as in the MER 

cleanroom.  An initial 90-120 min training of system use will be given by the super user.  

After this training new users will have access to the calendar and will be encouraged to 

shadow other users on the tool until they become comfortable with system usage. When 

ready the new user will contact a super user for a checkout session in which the new user 

will be required to operate the tool without incident and with confidence.  

A.5.2.2 Calendar 

You may reserve the tool at any time using the online calendar found here:  

http://apps.engr.utexas.edu/floss/calendar.CFM?ct=62   
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The guidelines for tool reservation are as follows: 

• Professor Banerjee’s students will always take priority.  If a Banerjee 

student is in desperate need of the tool, other users may be asked to cede 

their slot. 

• Reservation horizon is two days for non-Banerjee students and five days 

for Banerjee students. 

• Limit daily Raman usage to four hours during scheduling.  If the tool 

remains unscheduled for the day, more than four hours of use is 

acceptable. 

• Mapping measurements that take longer than four hours should be limited 

to half day measurements; e.g. 8 a.m. – 1 p.m. or 2 p.m. – 8 p.m.   

• Mapping measurements that require a significant amount of time should 

be conducted over night or on the weekend.   

A.5.2.3 Data Analysis Software 

The Wire 3.4 analysis package does not have a license limit and is available to all 

users to be installed on personal computers for data analysis.  The files required are on 

the desktop in the folder titled ‘Renishaw Software.’ 

Refer to the readme file in the folder for a guide on how to install the software.  

The number requested for installation is the serial number of the end of the tool under the 

power and channel switches.  

A.5.3 Visible Line Walkthrough 

A.5.3.1 Startup 

1. (If off) Turn on the power to the computer. 

2. Log in to the computer.  Password is ‘skbraman’. 
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3. Turn on the power to the Raman system (down position). 

 

4. Turn on the power to the laser lines you will use (L2 and/or L3, down position). 

L2 is green, and L3 is the blue / UV laser. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Start Wire 3.4, and reference all motors.  Wait for the software to finish loading. 

There is a common bug that occurs at this point in which the software will not ask 

for referencing motors or will not start the software at all.  See troubleshooting for 

solutions 
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6. Turn on the desired lasers – 532nm and/or, 442/325nm. The 532nm laser is the 

small one behind the inVia setup (right photo) and the 442/325nm laser is the key 

box on top of the rack (left photo). If the laser will not turn on see trouble 

shooting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Wait approximately ten minutes for the CCD camera to cool to recommended 

levels and, if necessary, for the blue laser to begin exciting at optimum levels. 
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A.5.3.2 Visible Line Calibration (532/442)  

1. In the sample reviewer bar (bottom) change your settings to the laser 

(532/442) and grating position you are planning to use (important!). 

2. Run a ‘Quick X Calibration’ by clicking the following button

 

3. If and only if the spot is significantly off center, you can correct its 

positioning. Open the manual beam-steer, (Tools => Manual Beamsteer) 

and use the left mirror controls to steer the beam to the center. Only use 

single clicks, holding the arrows down causes misalignment from over-

movement. DO NOT USE THE BEAM STEER RIGHT CONTROLS.   

4. Run a ‘Health Check’ on the laser setting selected.  Tools => System 

Health => Health Check. 

5. If the ‘Health Check’ shows that no action is required, skip to the load 

sample section, A.5.3.3. 

6. If the ‘Health Check’ shows other errors, an auto-alignment may be 

necessary.  Users are only allowed to run C and D.  Click the align 
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instrument button and run the auto-align programs suggested in the health 

check. It can be any or all of these, but users should not select A or B, and 

they must be run in order from A-D.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Run a ‘Health Check’ to see if system is now calibrated. Repeat step 5 as 

necessary until your ‘Health Check’ passes.  

 

 

8. This should never take more than one or two calibrations! If the health 

check continues to fail please notify the super user.  If the health check 
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does not pass at any point, notify it in the log book with any error you 

receive. 

9. Once the system is calibrated, run a simple measurement on a ‘known’ 

sample such as silicon.  Ensure that you are getting strong signal to 

noise ratios, accurate peak positions, and appropriate peak widths 

before you start taking data.  

This process should not take more than 15 minutes.  If it is taking longer, 

something could be significantly wrong with the system and please note it in the log book 

and inform the super user. 

A.5.3.3 Sample Loading 

1. Press and hold the ‘Door Release’ button. This will not work if the 

spectrometer is powered down. 

2. Rotate the microscope turret to the 5x objective. Do not use the black 

objectives for visible light measurements and vice-versa.  

3. Place your sample onto a slide or the provided slide and load it onto the 

sample stage.  To secure the slide to the stage, pull back the metal pin and 

replace the slide in the groove. 

4. Move the sample underneath the microscope turret, and coarse focus the 

sample at the desired location using the 5x objective.  You can use the 

trackball and button combination to do this with finer control.  

5. Increase the magnification to the desired level.  Be careful when moving 

samples to the 50x and 100x objectives due to their very short working 

distances.  
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6. When your sample is focused at your desired spot and magnification, close 

the sample door. If you want to change magnifications between 

measurements there is no automated process and this will have to be done 

manually. 

A.5.3.4 Measurements 

At this point the tool should be calibrated and aligned to the point of taking 

meaningful data.  Measurement tips are outlined in section A.6.  If you change lasers or 

gratings during a singular time frame on the tool, ensure that you run calibrations for each 

independent setting the first time it is used.  

A.5.3.5 Shut Down 

It is important to run these steps in order.  If they are not executed correctly the 

Wire software can glitch and not shut-down properly.  This will cause erroneous 

measurements or a failed start up sequence for the next user. 

1. Save all data that you need to your user folder on the desktop. 

2. Run a measurement on a known sample to ensure proper functionality has 

persisted. 

3. Unload your sample. 

4. Turn the Wire software off using File => Exit. 

5. Turn the laser powers off with the key(s). 

6. Turn the L2/L3 channels off by returning the switch(es) to the up position. 

7. Turn the main power off by returning the switch to the up position. 

A.5.4 UV Line Walkthrough 

Using the UV laser necessitates a change in grating and internal optics for the 

system.  This should not be done without a super user present or the super user’s 
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permission to change system configuration.  If the optics have been changed, display it 

clearly and visibly on the tool for other users to see.  Note the expected length of UV 

configuration on the calendar for other users to see.     

A.5.4.1 Startup 

1. Follow the start-up steps 1-6 in section A.5.3.1 using instructions for only 

the blue laser. 

2. Shift the Rayleigh rejection filter on the nose of the He-Cd laser to the 325 

nm position. 

3. Wait ten to fifteen minutes before taking measurements. 
 

A.5.4.2 Lens and grating changes 

1. Add the 2400 l/mm and 3600 l/mm gratings by removing the by removing 

the 1200 l/mm and 3000 l/mm gratings from the kinematic mount at 

position L with the aluminum shielding device stored in the spectrometer 

cabinet. 

2. Replace the visible light lenses with the UV light lenses at positions J1-

J3.  Unscrew the orange screws and gently remove them from their 

settings by lightly clamping, twisting, and pulling.  Take special care at 

the position of J3.  Replace the visible lenses and retighten the orange 

screws, without over tightening. 
 
5.4.3 UV Line Calibration 

You cannot use the internal tools of the spectrometer for UV line calibration.  The 

visible line uses the internal silicon sample at position G.  The lens used to focus the 
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beam on the silicon sample is not acceptable for use with the UV lasers.  Therefore, all 

laser calibrations for the UV line must be done with an external silicon sample.   

Additionally, as the tool goes extended periods without UV usage the alignment 

may be relatively poor to begin with and will take several hours to align and users should 

plan accordingly.  When changed to UV settings notify users and disallow visible 

measurements for a time to allow all necessary UV data to be taken.  Minimize the 

amount of system configuration changes. 

1. Place both of the interlock overrides in place to be able to more easily 

diagnose and align the system. 

2. Select 325 nm edge in the sample review bar and that the appropriate 

mirrors are in place.  

3. Perform the beam alignment steps outlined in section A.7.1.7. 

4. Ensure that the 20 x UV objective is rotated in to place.  Note that the 

working distance for this objective is very long and will probably require a 

coarse adjustment from the knob on the rear column of the microscope.   

5. Place a white business card on the sample stage and focus the beam on to 

the card.  It is far easier to see spot size and shape on a card rather than a 

sample.   

6. Once the beam is focused on the card, replace with a silicon sample and 

test the sample. Note that the power of the UV line is ¼ of the blue laser 

power and signal sizes will be smaller.  The UV line also uses a 3600 

l/mm grating so the peak width should be very narrow.  < 2 wavenumbers. 

7. Increase the magnification to 40x and again focus on the card, replace 

with silicon, and take measurements.  Beware the very short working 

distance of the 40 X objective. 
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A.5.4.4 Loading the sample 

1. Remove the interlock overrides and close the spectrometer housing. Make 

sure the shutter is closed so that you do not trip the laser off. 

2. Place your desired sample onto a slide and load it into the sample stage.  

To secure it to the stage slide, place the metal pin back. Again, beware of 

sample height when using very low working distance objectives. 

3. Sample movement can still be used with the trackball, though it is 

calibrated for the visible objectives.   

4. When your sample is focused at your desired spot and magnification, close 

the sample door. 

A.5.4.5 Taking a measurement 

At this point the tool should be calibrated for UV Raman use. Access the 

measurement window and setup your experiments.  Remember that the UV power on 

sample is far less than the other two lasers, around 15 mW.  Reference  section six for an 

in depth guide to improving measurements. 

A.5.4.6 Lens and grating changes and recalibration 

After the conclusion of measurements it is necessary to return the tool to its 

standard configuration of visible optics with the 1200 l/mm and 3000 l/mm.  

1. Replace the 2400 l/mm and 3600 l/mm gratings by removing the 1200 

l/mm and 3000 l/mm gratings from the kinematic mount at position L with 

the shielding device stored in the spectrometer cabinet. 

2. Replace the UV light lenses with the visible light lenses at positions J1-

J3.  Unscrew the orange screws and gently remove them from their 
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settings by lightly clamping, twisting, and pulling.  Take special care at 

the position of J3.  Replace the visible lenses and retighten the orange 

screws, without over tightening. 

As the optics have all moved and been replaced a recalibration of the tool in its 

standard system configuration is required.   

1. Slide the Plasma rejection filter on the nose of the laser to the 425 

position. Turn on the green laser and open the channel as necessary. 

2. Perform a ‘health check’ for initial diagnosis of the system. If the health 

check passes skip to step five. 

3. Perform all of the requested auto-alignments.  Take note of the results of 

the tests before accepting them.  If the system is suggesting a significant 

offset it is most likely that visible lenses are not seated properly and 

should be reattached. 

4. Iterate health checks and auto-alignments until the health check passes.   

5. If it takes more than a few auto-alignments, a manual alignment will be 

required.  Reference section seven. 

6. Once the health check passes perform measurements with all lasers and all 

grating combinations on an internal and external silicon sample to ensure 

that the tool has been optimized. 

A.5.4.7 Shut Down 

It is important to run these steps in order.  If they are not executed correctly the 

Wire software can glitch and not shut-down properly.  This will cause erroneous 

measurements or a failed start up sequence for the next user. 

1. Save all data that you need to your user folder on the desktop. 
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2. Unload your sample. 

3. Turn the Wire software off using File => Exit. 

4. Turn the laser powers off with the key(s) 

5. Turn the L2/L3 channels off by returning the switch(es) to the up position. 

6. Turn the main power off by returning the switch to the up position. 

A.6 MEASUREMENT HELP 

The first place you should look for measurement help is the scientific literature on 

your sample material.  Take note of the temperature, laser wavelength, laser power, 

collection times, grating type, and confocality settings if provided.  It is easier to 

reproduce results knowing these factors rather than trying to create measurements from 

scratch. With that, this section will outline general ideas for designing your Raman 

spectroscopy measurements. 

A.6.1 Laser selection 

The wavelength selection in Raman spectroscopy plays an important role in 

results.  Materials can be wavelength dependent and show different signatures based on 

the impinging radiation, e.g. loss of characteristic peaks, characteristic peaks shifts, 

fluorescence, and spectral resonance. 

A.6.1.1 Wavelength 

The following wavelengths are, in general, best used for the listed materials. 

• 244 nm – Biological, catalysts, resonance in certain materials.  

• 325 nm – Wide band gap semiconductors, fluorescence suppression. 

• 442 nm – Semiconductors, biological, minerals, general purpose. 

• 532 nm – Semiconductors, polymers, general purpose. 

• 632 nm – Corrosion / oxidation, organics, polymers, general purpose. 
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• 785 nm – Polymers, organics, biological. 

Similarly, but with specific regard to work done at the Microelectronics Research 

Center with the Raman system in standard configuration. 

• 325 nm – Silicon, silicon-germanium, MBE grown crystals, fluorescence 

suppression 

• 442 nm – Crystal on metal growths, TMDs, MBE grown crystals 

• 532 nm – Graphene, TMDs, polymers, general purpose 

It is encouraged that users to choose the green laser whenever possible.  This laser 

can accurately analyze most of the materials in the building and the laser has a near 

infinite life-time.  The He-Cd laser lifetime is between 4000 – 5000 hours and should be 

used only when necessary. 

A.6.1.2 Penetration Depth 

The most common misconception about Raman spectroscopy is that it is a surface 

analysis technique.  Raman spectroscopy measures a volume around where the laser and 

microscope are focused.  In effect, all Raman measurements have a penetration depth 

into, and generally below, the desired sample area being measured.   

The penetration depth of photons into the sample material is dependent on the 

energy of the exciting radiation.  In <100> silicon the penetration depth of a 532 nm laser 

is around 300 nm, a 442 nm laser is around 70 nm, and a 325 nm laser is around 10 nm.  

If measurements on two dimensional materials without substrate interaction are desired, 

UV measurements are beneficial. Figure A.07 is a representation of this principle.   
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Figure A.07  Penetration depth of lasers into crystalline semiconductors. 

While penetration depth is material dependent, the depth of the laser in to silicon 

is a good ‘ballpark’ number for experimental design.  Furthermore, crystalline 

semiconductors have lower penetration depths than polycrystalline / amorphous material 

and polycrystalline materials have lower penetration depths than polymers and organics. 

For example, the penetration depth of UV light in to silicon is 10 nm, amorphous silicon 

dioxide is 50 nm, and PMMA is 100-200 nm depending on PMMA density. 

A.6.1.3 Fluorescence  

Fluorescence most commonly occurs in polymers and plastics during Raman 

spectroscopy.  The mechanism for fluorescence in a Raman signature is discussed in 

section A.1.2, but the signature of the effect is a general upward tail of the spectrum 

which can minimizes Raman peaks.   

Wavelength selection plays an important role in the likelihood of seeing 

fluorescence.  442 nm and 532 nm are the most common lasers to see fluorescence 

effects, but they are uncommon in standard materials tested at the MER. If your sample is 

fluorescing testing the sample with the UV light yield better results. Fluorescence effects 

Crystalline Semiconductor 

≈ 10 nm 

≈ 70 nm 

≈ 300 nm 
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are mitigated in the UV and NIR: in the first case the photon does not have enough 

energy to excite to fluorescence and in the second the fluorescence may be excited but 

the emission is significantly shifted from the Raman spectral range.  

6.2 Diffraction Grating Selection 

The tool is left with the 1200 l/mm and 3000 l/mm gratings for general use.  The 

1200 l/mm is the broad range lower precision grating and the 3000 l/mm grating is the 

low range high precision grating. 

A.6.2.1 Static Scanning 

The diffraction grating takes the scattered Raman signal and disperses it across 

the CCD where the intensity is logged as a function of pixel position and converted into 

the spectrum outputted to the software.   

This process is analogous to converting analog measurements to digital signal 

outputs and has significant implications to measurement techniques. The collected 

Raman signal has a vast amount of data that must be mapped onto a finite sized CCD. 

The line density of the grating affects the amount of spreading the Raman signal 

undergoes.  Lower grating density gives a smaller amount of spreading across the CCD, 

while a higher grating density yields a larger amount of spreading. When mapping this 

spreading on to a finite number of pixels in a CCD, the lower spectral grating give more 

data per pixel.  This translates to a lower precision, greater spectral range, and greater 

maximum measureable wavenumber.  With increasing density you will obtain greater 

precision, relatively lower maximum measureable wavenumber, and lower spectral range.  

See figure A.08. 

All of these factors are also influenced by the laser wavelength.  The following 

tables give a set of general parameters for each combination of lasers and gratings. 
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1200 l/mm 
Wavelength Precision Range Maximum 

325 nm X X X 

442 nm ≈2.5 w/n 
532 nm ≈2.5 w/n ≈2.5k w/n ≈12k w/n 

 
2400 l/mm 

Wavelength Precision Range Maximum 

325 nm X X X 

442 nm ≈1.2 w/n 
532 nm ≈1.2 w/n  

 
3000 l/mm 

Wavelength Precision Range Maximum 

325 nm X X X 

442 nm ≈.5 w/n 
532 nm ≈.5 w/n ≈340 w/n ≈2750 w/n 

 
3600 l/mm 

Wavelength Precision Range Maximum 

325 nm ≈.3 w/n 
442 nm X X X 

532 nm X X X 

In general the combination of the 532 nm laser with the 1200 l/mm grating can be 

used to accomplish a majority of the measurements at the MER.  If a higher degree of 

precision is required use the 3000 l/mm grating. 

The blue laser is not as well configured to work with the 1200 l/mm. The blue 

laser functions at its best with the 2400 l/mm and 3000 l/mm gratings.  
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The 2400 l/mm and 3600 l/mm gratings are paired together and stored on the 

storage shelf inside the Raman spectrometer.  The 2400 l/mm can be used with either of 

the visible light lasers.  The 3600 l/mm grating is only to be used with the 325 nm laser.   
 

 

Figure A.08  Schematic representation of the differences in spectrum gained from varying 
grating density. 

A.6.2.2 Extended scanning 

The previous section discussed measurements taken in ‘static’ scans whereby you 

are limited to a set spectral range for each acquisition.  The reader will note that the 

spectral range is generally substantially less than the maximum measurable wavenumber.  

Extended scanning mode allows you to take measurements across an increased range in a 

single scan.   

During this measurement the spectral grating will rotate on its axis slightly 

shifting the spectrum across the CCD.  The software will monitor the shift and interpolate 

  

1054p 
CCD 

    

Higher Density Grating 

Lower Density Grating 
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and integrate the data into the appropriate broader spectrum as it is read from the CCD.  

This mode can be used to measure a spectrum for each laser / grating up to the maximum 

measurable wavenumber.  The disadvantage to this mode is that the measurements take a 

significantly longer amount of time and, in general, have a much higher noise floor and 

have higher instances of cosmic rays as the CCD is left open for extended periods of 

time.   

A.6.3 Objective Selection 

Traditionally, the 50X or 100X objectives give the best data for the most users.  

However, the choice of microscope objective can significantly affect measured Raman 

spectra.  To begin a basic knowledge or microscope objectives should be discussed.   

The numerical aperture (NA) is a quantification of a microscope objectives ability 

to gather light and resolve fine specimen detail at a fixed sample distance.  In practice, 

lower numerical apertures give lower magnification, lower spatial resolution, and higher 

working distances.  Refer to figure A.09 for an illustration of objectives and collections 

cones.   
 
 

Figure A.09  for an illustration of objectives and collections cones.   

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Increasing N.A. 
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A.6.3.1 Laser Focused Spot Size 

The minimum laser focused spot size is given by the equation 6 = 1.22 ∗ ; / A� 

where d is the spot size, λ is the wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture.  This is 

the absolute minimum spot size attainable with near perfect alignment, in practice the 

spot sizes are generally bigger giving decreased spatial resolution. The following two 

tables give the absolute minimum spot size and the ‘in practice’ spot sizes of the Raman 

spectrometer. 

 
      

 Objective (NA) 

 005 X (.12) 020 X (.40) 050 X (.75) 100 X (.90) 

W
av

el
en

gt
h 442 nm 4.50 µm 1.36 µm 0.72 µm .60 µm 

532 nm 5.41 µm 1.62 µm 0.89 µm .72 µm 

  005 X (.32) 040 X (.50)     

325 nm 1.24 µm .793 µm     
 
 
 
 
 

 Objective (NA) 

 005 X (.12) 020 X (.40) 050 X (.75) 100 X (.90) 

W
av

el
en

gt
h 442 nm 6.80 µm 2.00 µm 1.20 µm .90 µm 

532 nm 8.10 µm 2.40 µm 1.30 µm 1.10 µm 

  005 X (.32) 040 X (.50)     

325 nm 1.90 µm 1.20 µm     
 

A.6.3.2 Energy Density 

Another effect stemming from the varying spot sizes caused by different 

microscope objectives and the Gaussian beam profile of the laser is an increase in energy 
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density with increased numerical aperture.  Figure A.10 below shows an example of the 

effect.   

This phenomenon greatly increases the likelihood of sample damage at higher 

magnifications.  For two-dimensional material measurements care should be taken when 

choosing the combination of microscope objective and laser intensity so as not to destroy 

samples.  This effect has also been shown to crystalize amorphous materials. 

Additionally, the energy density profile shows that micro-scale variations in 

Raman effects at lower magnifications can be occluded.  Raman effects measured at the 

outer edges of the Gaussian profile having lower intensities may be masked by the higher 

intensity but broader inner sections of the beam.  This can be of importance if your grain / 

feature sizes are significantly less than your spot size.   
 

 

Figure A.10  Energy density as a function of NA.  
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A.6.3.3 Light Collection Effects 

Another effect that can be seen increasing the numerical aperture of the 

microscope objectives is an increased Raman signal intensity.  This is demonstrated in 

Figure A.11.  Raman scattering emits photons of random orientation and only the photons 

travelling upwards within the collection cone of the microscope objective will be 

observed.  Therefore, the higher the numerical aperture the more Raman scattered 

photons you will collect.   

In theory, this is effect is proportional to NA2; however, with the microscope 

objectives installed the amount of glass required to obtain such a high NA negates 

improved collection efficiency to some degree.    

 

 

Figure A.11 Effect of increasing NA on light collection.   

A.6.4 Photoluminescence 

Photoluminescence measurements will always give the best results using the PL 

filter and the green laser.   While you can obtain PL spectra using the standard Raman 

edge filters the data quality will be much lower and the energy range for accurate PL 
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measurements is small.   The green laser with the PL filter allows for a minimum 

measurable of ~ .95 eV.  PL measurements should always be conducted with the 

extended scan functionality as static scan ranes are ~ .1 eV.  Finally, PL measurements 

should use longer exposures because PL effects have longer lifetimes than Raman effects.   

A.6.5 Polarization Measurements 

A.6.5.1 Incident Polarization 

A detailed description of this type of experiment is given in Chapter 5.5.2. 

Recently it has been shown that polarized Raman spectroscopy measurements can 

be used to investigate the crystallographic orientation of a two dimensional material.  The 

polarized incident radiation will preferentially excite certain vibrational modes of a 

crystal allowing for the determination of lattice directions.  These procedures have been 

outlined in literature and the specific papers serve an excellent experimental framework.  

Both lasers are polarized and can be used for this type of measurement.  The 532 

nm laser’s polarization is horizontal when seen on sample and vertical in the beam path.  

The 442 nm / 325 nm laser’s polarization is vertical when seen on sample and horizontal 

in the beam path.  There is a rotatable half wave plate in the housing that will allow you 

to rotate this polarization as desired when placed in the beam path.  This is best 

accomplished between positions A and B in the beam path. 

A.6.5.2 Collected Polarization  

After Raman scattering takes place the collected signal is no longer polarized. 

There is an attachment that allows for polarization of the collected signal that is kept on 

the storage rack in the Raman cabinet.  This attachment, shown in Figure A.12 

necessitates the removal of one of the edge filters to be installed.  Install the polarizer in 

the slot on the lower right (behind) the filter that you want to use.   
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Figure A.12 Collected light polarization attachment. 

A.6.6 Accumulation Time vs. Number of Accumulations 

While every material system is different when taking Raman spectroscopy 

experiments, in general, longer accumulation times are used to highlight major Raman 

peaks while large numbers of accumulations are used to bring out minor Raman peaks.   

A.7 MAINTENANCE 

General maintenance and alignment should be performed once a month.  This 

consists of aligning the laser, checking table quality, and taking a few basic 

measurements to ensure tool health. 

A.7.1 General Alignment  

A.7.1.1 Safety 

Bbeam alignment requires the inVia housing to be open when the laser is on and 

can be dangerous as the laser can now exit the housing and interact with persons in the 

lab.  When performing actions with the open housing ensure that your eyes are never on 
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the level of the beam path.  Do not use reflective surfaces in the beam path without taking 

the proper precautions for eye safety. 

To allow for the laser to function with the housing open the interlocks must be 

overridden.  For the beam path housing the override is on the bottom middle rack and for 

the sample stage area the interlock is where the door latches shut.  The latter interlock is 

damaged and may require a few attempts to override.  You will see the inner light turn off 

when the override takes.  Figure A.13 gives an image of the two interlock overrides. 
 

 

Figure A.13 Interlock overrides installed on the spectrometer. 

A.7.1.2 Indications of Poor Beam Alignment 

The first indication of poor beam alignment is reduced Raman collection 

efficiency.  Eighty percent of the times this occurs, it is a user error or an incorrect shut-

down / start-up procedure.  Restart the tool and the computer, but if the problem persists 

it is likely an alignment issue.   

The second, and more easily identifiable, problem is an unfocused and / or beam 

stigmatism. This happens when the laser enters the microscope at an angle which is 
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translated downward to the sample.  As the stage moves in the z-direction stigmatism will 

causes a rocking and defocusing of the laser spot on the sample away from the crosshairs, 

Figure A.14.  With an aligned spot, z-direction changes will cause a circular focus and 

defocus of the laser spot on the crosshairs.  This misalignment decreases collection 

efficiency because fewer Raman scattered photons will be moving upwards into the 

collection cone of the objective. 
 

 

Figure A.14  Schematic Representation of stigmatism, i.e. beam misalignment. 

A.7.2  Visible Line Alignment 

Beam alignment should be done in a preventative manner every month.  This 

keeps the beam in good condition and helps to prevent large misalignments which are 

hard to correct.  Additionally, measured Raman spectra will remain at an overall higher 

quality when regular preventative beam alignment is performed.  

The super user should always run, at minimum, the Auto-Align CCD and Auto-

Align Slits function when doing tool maintenance. The flow chart in Figure A.15 

demonstrates the flow in which beam alignment should be done. 

 

 

Z Movement 

 
  

Z Movement 
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Figure A.15 Beam re-alignment flow-chart. 

A.7.2.1 ‘Light’ Manual Alignment 

Beam alignment starts at the bottom right mirror and progresses forward in the 

beam path from that point.  If you are unable to center the laser beam on the bottom right 

mirror contact Renishaw for guidance on alignment from the laser head.  To date this has 

never occurred. 

1. Check the beam position on the bottom right mirror. To check the position 

of the beam on a mirror take a white business card and trace the path of 

the beam towards the mirror until you are reasonably certain as to the 

Is the beam well aligned? 

Perform ‘Light’  Manual Alignment 
Did this correct the problem? 

Perform Auto Alignments 
Did this correct the problem? 

Perform ‘Light’  Manual Alignment 
Did this correct the problem? 

Perform ‘Hard’  Manual Alignment 
Did this correct the problem? 

Auto Align CCD / Auto Align Slits 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 
(2-3 x) 

Still No 

No 

WARNING: 

See Troubleshooting 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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position of the beam on the mirror.  Do not bring the card all the way in to 

contact with the mirror. Ensure that the beam spot is near the center of the 

mirror and not clipping an edge or completely off the mirror.   

 

2. Check and adjust the beam profile after the beam expander. Ensure 

that the beam is a centered Gaussian after the beam expander optic in 

position B. To do this place the business card after the beam expander and 

take note of the profile’s shape. The peak intensity should be centered 

with a gradual radial decay towards the outside.  If the beam profile is not 

centered, use the bottom right steering mirror to move and center the beam 

as needed.  Use single clicks on the arrows when moving the beam, 

extended holds can cause the kinematics ‘to get lost’ by moving too 

quickly misaligning the system.   
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3. Check the beam profile with and without the pinhole in place. Move the 

pinhole in and out of position. The beam profile should change very little 

when doing so. (If moving the pinhole in and out with little change only 

happens when the beam is non-Gaussian, see troubleshooting in A.8) 

 

 

4. Check the position of the beam on the bottom left mirror. Use a 

card to check the position of the beam on the bottom left mirror.   

 

5. Check the position of the beam entering the edge filter housing. Use the 

business card to trace the beam towards the edge filter housing (Position 

F).  Confirm the beam is not clipping on the entrance hole. 

6. Center the beam on the crosshairs. Use the bottom left beam steer to move 

the position of the beam to the center of the crosshairs.   

    

In 

Out 
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A.7.2.2 Auto Alignment 

If section 7.1.2.1 fails to align the beam to satisfactory conditions progress to the 

auto-align functions. Beware that it is possible for the auto-align functions to move optics 

to drastically incorrect positions and cause the beam to further away from alignment.  If 

any of the corrections the program suggests are very large, take note of the original 

positions so that they can be restored if necessary.    

1. Auto-align silicon reference sample. This step moves (tilts) the silicon 

reference sample in the podule so that the laser spot is minimized.   

2. Auto-align laser. (Ensure that the bottom right mirror is being used for this 

via software settings) This step will use the bottom right and bottom left 

mirrors to move the laser spot to the middle of the silicon reference 

sample and crosshairs.   

3. Auto-align CCD. This step ensures that the software is looking at the 

correct area of the CCD when measuring Raman spectra. It is purely a 

digital adjustment. 

4. Auto-align Slits.This step moves and calibrates the slits at position K to 

maximize the intensity of the Raman spectra.  Effectively, it is finding the 

beam center.   
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A.7.2.3 ‘Hard’ Manual Alignment  

If section A.7.1.4 and subsequent ‘light’ manual alignment fails to align the beam 

to satisfactory conditions perform a ‘hard’ manual alignment.  

1. Remove the protective housing from the edge filters in position F. 

2. Move the laser spot on the video using the bottom left motorized mirror 

until a good spot quality is obtained. Move the stage up and down and 

determine the spot location that gives best results. 

 

3. Displace the spot on the video in order to double the distance between 

crosshairs and the location that gives best concentricity. 

 

4. Adjust the position of the Rayleigh filter’s mirror until the spot can be 

seen at the crosshairs.  You will need a 1.5 mm allen wrench.   

Out of focus Out of focus In Focus 
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5. Repeat as necessary to find good concentricity.  

A.7.3 UV Line Alignment 

UV alignment cannot be done with the auto-alignment functionality of the tool.  

The following steps serve as a guide to UV alignment; however, UV alignment is 

difficult and high level tuning is done by micro-iterations for best performance.  

1. Perform the steps of the ‘Light Manual Alignment’ from section A.7.2.1.  

Measure the Raman spectra of an external Si reference sample. 

2. If necessary, perform the steps of the ‘Hard Manual Alignment’ from 

section A.7.2.3.  Measure the spectra of an external reference sample.  The 

UV laser can be hard to see on a Si surface and using a card may help in 

this step.  Additionally, it can be beneficial to remove the card and stage 

and look at ‘long range’ stigmatism by allowing the light to pass through 

the stage on to a piece of paper.  The Gaussian peak should be directly 

beneath the objective.   

3. Manually align the CCD using the System Configuration toolset.  Observe 

where the spectrum is on the CCD.  Ensure it is on the bottom third and 

the Si peak is centered in the defined measurement box.   
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4. Manually align the slits System Configuration toolset.  Open the slit to a 

wider value and bias it until a maximum intensity is achieved on the CCD.  

Set that as the new slit center.  Narrow the slit to measurement values and 

bias it to either side finding a maximum again.   

5. Iterate these steps until acceptable signals are detected.  Steps 3 and 4 can 

be done with auto-align functions in later iterations.  Make sure the 

software doesn’t make large moves away from older values. 

A.7.2 Floating table 

The Raman system sits on a floating optics table.  All four or the table should be 

floating at all times.  Regular checks of this will ensure that the beam maintains 

alignment for longer periods of time.  If one of the legs becomes grounded, vibrations of 

the building will lead to gradual misalignment of internal optics. 

The table should be grounded when performing maintenance that requires 

significant amount of work on the table, i.e. reinstalling lasers, significant weight change, 

etc.  The table is controlled by the house clean dry air on the wall and specific legs have 

intakes underneath the table.   
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Figure A.16 Floating table pressure controls.  

A.7.3 CCD 

When performing maintenance, it can be beneficial to manually check the 

position of the spectrum on the CCD.  To do this open the ‘System Configuration’ toolset 

in the software, run a spectrum while looking at the whole CCD, and ensure that the 

spectral window is on the bottom 1/3 of the CCD.  If this box has drifted upwards it 

indicates that the optics are poorly installed, the slits are diffracting, or the beam is 

misaligned.   

Additionally, if the noise floor of the Raman tool in general has increased it could 

indicate that the CCD has become compromised.  The CCD is chilled and an increased 

noise floor could indicate a breached vacuum seal.  This has to be diagnosed by 

Renishaw. 

A.8 TROUBLESHOOTING AND FAQ 

What is the password to the Raman Computer? 
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Skbraman 

• Is there a way to batch convert spectrum to other formats rather than one-off 

saves? 

Yes, there is a program con the desktop. 

• The pinhole changes the beam shape a lot, what should I do? 

Contact the super user.  The pinhole can move over time.  Set screws on 

the pinhole itself can be rotated to move it back in to the beam center. 

• Can we install Renishaw software on our own machines? 

Yes.  The folder and guide is on the desktop. There is no license limit. 
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